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VISTARA EDITORIAL

STEADFAST SAFETY AND
SEAMLESS SERVICE
There is, arguably, nothing more exciting than the thrill
of travelling. As we acquire new aircraft to serve you
better by plying to new routes and destinations, we
hope to fuel that thrill for you. Last month, we received
our 16th aircraft, the third A320neo in our fleet, which
helped us bolster our network further, as we multiplied
frequency on some of the busiest routes and add
Ranchi as our 21st destination.
Vistara added another feather to its cap, as it was
awarded with the IATA Operational Safety Audit (IOSA)
certificate, an internationally recognised evaluation
system to assess the operational safety of an airline.
With this development you can be doubly sure that
you are flying with the best when it comes to safety, in
addition to the best-in-class standards of service!
Speaking of the best-in-class service, it was a humbling,
yet proud moment for us when Vistara was named the
8th Best Airline in the World for Best Cabin Service last
month by readers of the SmartTravelAsia, an esteemed
online publication. Given that our footprint in India is
still growing steadily and we are yet to foray abroad,
this award is a strong endorsement of the exceptional
cabin service delivered by our crew, trained under the
able guidance of Singapore Airlines. Incidentally, the
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airline adjudged the best airline in the world for cabin
service in the same poll was none other than Vistara’s
parent brand Singapore Airlines! This was merriment
aplenty for us to herald this festive season with.
The Vistara inflight magazine this month would have
been incomplete without a mention of the festivals
that lend colour and gaiety to the Indian landscape. We
asked some of our colleagues, which festival they would
be celebrating this autumn and how, and got many
interesting and varied responses. Read more about
this on pages 136 and 137. The variety of the festivals in
our country is a by-product of the many cultures that
thrive in our country. But did you know about a tribe
of African origin that has made India their home? Read
about the Siddhi tribe, also featured on the cover of this
magazine and on pages 44-48.
As we enter the last quarter of the year, we, at Vistara,
are readying ourselves to venture into international
skies. It has been a joyous ride so far, and we are certain
you will enjoy the journey ahead just as well.
Happy reading!
Team Vistara
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On The Cover
The African-origin tribe brought by
the Portuguese have embraced India
as their home while retaining their
African culture and traditions.
Cover image by Lois Greenfield
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@airvistara
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VISTARA EXPERIENCE

THE SOCIAL

BUZZ

The ‘new feeling’ has spread its wings in the
social media and the Twitterati can’t stop
talking about Vistara
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ANSWERS OF THE AVIATION QUIZ - SEPTEMBER ISSUE
Answer 1
Juancho E. Yrausquin Airport

Answer 2
Hong Kong International Airport

Answer 3
Sao Paulo International Airport

PLANE
SPOTTER
OF THE
MONTH
Agnibh Kumar
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Answer 4
Changi International Airport

Answer 5
Qamdo Bamda Airport

PERSPECTIVE

POTPOURRI
A collage of happenings from the world of travel, entertainment,
technology and current affairs

Water on the Moon

TECHNOLOGY EVOLUTION

A Robotic Buddhist Monk
SoftBank Group Corp’s humanoid robot 'Pepper',
since its debut in 2015, has been deployed to
banks, sushi shops, and nursing homes. But for
the first time, it will don a Buddhist monk’s robe
and chant Buddhist sutras at funerals. Plastic
manufacturer Nissei Eco has trained Pepper to
read scriptures, chant prayers and tap drums as
part of a funeral ceremony, providing a cheaper
alternative to human priests. According to reports,
human priests cost 2,40,000 ($2,200) as compared
to Pepper, whose services cost 50,000 yen (about
$450) only. The robot debuted at a Life Ending Expo
in Tokyo, where Pepper was dressed in ceremonial
robes for the funeral industry.

A big reservoir of water might be
lurking under the Moon's surface,
according to a team of researchers
from the University in Dortmund in
Germany. They used data from the
Moon Mapping Mission to search for
clues of water in the spectrum of light
reflected from its surface. “Surficial
water can be detected basically all over
the Moon at all local times of day,”
says Christian Wohler, lead researcher
of the study from University in
Dortmund. The most accepted theory
as to why water exists on the Moon’s
surface is that the water molecules are
formed when protons from the solar
wind react with oxygen atoms at the
surface of the Moon.

ON RECORD

If you don’t build your dream,
someone else will hire you to help
them build theirs
-Dhirubhai Ambani

World Record Dip
What is the recipe for a record-breaking guacamole? A
total of 1,000 people mashing 25,000 avocados. More
than 600 student chefs and 400 locals from the town
of Concepcion de Buenos Aires prepared the guacamole,
a traditional dish that dates back to the days of the
Inca civilisation. It was being prepared for thousands of
people, including those who came from the Jalisco state
capital of Guadalajara. According to reports, a whopping
3 tonnes of the delicious dip was made which set a new
world record as the largest serving of guacamole ever.
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IN NUMBERS

MOVIES THIS MONTH

Bugatti

1910
Bugatti
Type 13

Blade Runner 2049
The American neo-noir science fiction film is
a sequel to the Harrison Ford-starrer 1982 film
Blade Runner. While Ford will reprise his role as
Rick Deckard, this sequel also stars Ryan Gosling
as Officer K, a new blade runner for the Los
Angeles Police Department. K unearths a longburied secret that has the potential to plunge
what is left of the society into chaos. His discovery
leads him on a quest to find Deckard, a former
blade runner who has been missing for 30 years.

The film also features
wrestler-turned actor

Dave Bautista
in a negative role

The official release date of the
film is

October 6,
2017

1937
Bugatti
Type 57S

1992
Bugatti EB
110 GT

2017

Bugatti
Veyron 16.4
Super Sport

The Bugatti Veyron is one of the
fastest, most powerful, most luxurious
motor car. Its top speed is almost 270
miles per hour.
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Secret Superstar
The upcoming Bollywood film is a
musical drama written and directed by
Advait Chandan and produced by Aamir
Khan and Kiran Rao. The film features
Zaira Wasim, Meher Vij and Aamir Khan
in lead roles. It follows the story of a
Muslim teenage girl who aspires to be
a musician, however, is refrained from
performing in public by her family and
how she uses YouTube as a platform
to perform.

After Dangal, this is the

2 nd film

where Aamir Khan and Zaira Wasim
have worked together
The film will also feature actor

Meher Vij

last seen in Bajrangi Bhaijaan
The film is set to release on

October 19, 2017

PERSPECTIVE

On My Kindle
Author Margaret Hepworth,
through her latest book The
Gandhi Experiment aspires to
teach the teenagers how to
become global citizens.
How are Gandhi's
methods relevant in
this century?
Too many people
are experimenting
with war and
violence. Gandhi
had a workable
methodology for
countering violence
with non-violence
that is as relevant today as it was during
his time. We need to teach solutionfocussed activities for a positive change.
I apply the messages of Gandhian
philosophy in my teachings everywhere.
You are a noted Gandhian scholar, what
made you so fascinated with him?
One of the many fascinations that
Gandhi brings for me is literally the
question – How did he influence millions
of people to take on the mantle of
non-violence? His use of symbolism
to demonstrate the change required
intrigues me. The determination and
creativity to show a nation that things
can be done differently is a rare quality
among human beings but he had that in
abundance.
How would you outline differences
between a local citizen and a global
citizen?
The concepts of being a local citizen and
a global citizen are intricately connected.
To take this one step further, it promotes
the idea of ‘inner citizen’ or what Gandhi
called 'inner swaraj'. If you wish to see
global transformation, begin with local
transformation. In my book and my
workshops, I take people out to the
big global issues then bring it all back
to ‘me’ – to ‘my role, my behaviour, my
responses and my choices’.
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Theatre
Former actor-turned columnist and writer, Twinkle Khanna's recent book – The Legends
of Lakshmi Prasad has been widely appreciated. Now, a theatre group, inspired by one of
the stories in the book, is showcasing a play based on it. Veteran Bollywood actor Lillete
Dubey has directed it with notable actors from both television and the film industry
in India such as Darshan Jariwalla, Jayati Bhatia and Meher Acharia Dar, among others.
The group will perform in cities such as Bengaluru, Hyderabad , Mumbai, Pune, Jaipur,
Delhi, Kolkata and Thane. The play has been titled 'Salaam, Noni Aapa' and tickets can be
bought on bookmyshow.com.

Ropeway Dairies
Also known as Pory Island, the Elephanta
Island, situated in the Arabian Sea is
currently accessible by ferry boats from
Mumbai. The boats ply from the Gateway
of India, taking about an hour to travel to
and fro. However, tourist will now be able
to enjoy the beautiful view from the top
while travelling from Mumbai to the island.
The Mumbai Port Trust is planning to
build an 8km long ropeway from Sewri on
the eastern coast of Mumbai to Elephanta
Caves. The project will be the first and the
longest ropeway constructed across the
sea. Get ready for a mesmerising ride of 40
minutes in a 20-seater cable car that will
have a transit station midway.

AVIATION QUIZ
1. What was the JFK Airport originally named?
Answers in the next issue of Vistara magazine.

Share your answers at inflightmag@airvistara.com. Five lucky winners will win prizes.

PERSPECTIVE

SHINING BRIGHT

Gem of a Chocolate
Ruby is no longer just a gem but also set to become a variety of
chocolate that is expected to enter the food market soon! Popular
Swiss chocolate company Barry Callebaut is presumed to launch
this fourth kind in chocolate after the milk, white and dark varieties.
Last to be invented was the white chocolate in the 1930s. The
ruby chocolate could take a couple of months to be introduced.
It will use the extract of ruby cocoa bean which is anticipated to
have berry-like fruitiness and a smooth texture. The makers will
retain the pink hue and sweetness of ruby bean through a unique
processing method.

Diamonds are Forever
Diamond bangles in particular are more than accessories for women.
They are, for most women, the most treasured, cherished and
aspired piece of jewellery that they own or want to own. Deck up this
festive season with Forevermark's latest diamond bangles' collection
called 'Circle of Trust'. Sachin Jain, President, Forevermark, says, "The
Circle of Trust is a reflection of the integrity of Forevermark and a
symbol of trust that a bangle holds for women. In this day and age
it is imperative to know and be assured that the diamonds you are
wearing have been ethically sourced and are completely natural
and untreated."

Mountain Art
French artist Saype has created a
6,000 sqm piece of art depicting a
young girl reading a book. The artist
used 600 litres of biodegradable paint
on a hillside in Les Rochers-de-Naye in
Veytaux, Switzerland and has named
his land art painting 'A Story of the
Future'. The painting was created to
celebrate the 125th anniversary of the
Glion Rochers-de-Naye train line which
runs nearby. According to reports,
this giant painting could be bigger
than The White House (the residence
of the US president). A self-taught
artist, Saype is a pioneer in the field of
grass painting. After sketching out his
ideas, he created the super-sized art
by cutting the grass on the mountains,
mixing up his biodegradable paint and
then spray painting the ground.
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Watch Out
Nowadays, luxury watches are more
an accessory than timekeeper. Officine
Panerai has unveiled three new creations
which share a combination of colours
with a sporty appearance. With the
three historic Panerai cases – Radiomir,
Radiomir 1940 and Luminor 1950 – and
an impressive combination of different
functions for each model, the distinctive
feature shared by the three new watches
is an intense dark green dial, against
which the luminous beige hour markers
and gilded hands elegantly stand out.
A strong strap of natural brown leather
with contrasting beige stitching, stamped
with the OP logo, completes the three
models which are available exclusively at
Panerai boutiques throughout the world.

HOSPITAL DIARIES

Now, Drive into your Operating Room
A San Diego children’s hospital unveiled a collection of remote-controlled luxury
mini cars that lets its young patients to ‘drive’ themselves to the operating room.
The cars at the Rady Children’s Hospital are operated by a nurse or a doctor, and
are part of a new program designed to make children more relaxed before their
procedures. “The kids are having fun. The parents are seeing that they are relaxed
and that they are happy,” said Dr. Daniela Carvalho, medical director of surgical
services at the hospital. The cars were donated by the San Diego Regional Law
Enforcement Teddy Bear Drive. Children have their pick of a BMW, Mercedes, or
Lamborghini, ensuring their ride to the operating room is a luxurious one.
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Rocking Vegas
The two-day festival includes more than 20 artists,
performing at the T-Mobile Arena in Las Vegas. The
first night at the iHeartRadio Music Festival will
feature several performers, including Coldplay, P!nk,
and Thirty Seconds To Mars. Day two will take place
in the Daytime Village with Migos, Halsey, Kelsea
Ballerini, Noah Cyrus and more taking the stage. That
night, the fun will return to the T-Mobile Arena, with
Miley, Lorde, DJ Khaled and other stars performing on
October 4 and 5 this year.

End of a Journey
The US space agency NASA received a final signal
from its Cassini spacecraft last month as it ended
a ground-breaking, 13-year Saturn mission with
a meteor-like plunge into the ringed planet’s
atmosphere. Cassini is the first spacecraft to orbit
Saturn. NASA Officials at a news conference in
September displayed the last set of images Cassini
captured of Saturn as it crashed into the planet.
The planet’s lakes and seas near its north pole
were visible, along with detailed views of gaps in its
massive rings.

PERSPECTIVE

Let's Get Lazy
Colombians in the city of Itagui hauled
mattresses and hammocks on streets and
celebrated the annual 'World Laziness Day',
an unusual effort urging overstressed workers
to slow down. The small town in Colombia
has been celebrating a day for relaxation since
1985. Paradoxically, the city is popular for its
bustling commerce and its thriving industrial
park with a total working population of over
Two lakh. Carlos Mario Montoya, a resident
of Itagui, suggested this idea that the city
should celebrate not just the hustle-bustle
of business, but also slow down for a day
and enjoy life. The festivities included a
competition for the best-looking pajamas,
a pillow-juggling contest, and a race for the
fastest bed on wheels.

Up in the Air
With more than 500 hot air balloons, the Albuquerque
International Balloon Fiesta in New Mexico is the largest
ballooning event in the world. That’s no surprise, given
the ornate designs on the balloons with fractal and
kaleidoscope patterns and the backdrop of the Sandia
Mountains. The fiesta is one of the rare hot-air balloon
events where you can walk among the balloons and chat
with the pilots, too.
This nine-day event will take place from October 7-15.
This year, it will include 94 special shape balloons
representing nine countries. During the Special Shapes
Rodeo event, the balloons will ascend into the sky,
creating a delightful display of wondrous shapes and
fun characters. In another event, the balloons remain
tethered to the ground, lighting their burners to create a
spectacular glowing effect.

Driving under Water
In order to ease congestion of local ferries, Norway is set to build a series
of underwater tunnels which will allow travellers cross the nation’s many
fjords (a deep, narrow and elongated sea or lake drain, with steep land on
three sides). The 'submerged floating bridges' would consist of large tubes
suspended by pontoon-like support structures 100 feet below water. Each
tube will be a two-lane drive for traffic to commute with ease. Each support
pontoon would be secured to a truss or bolted to the bedrock below to ensure
added stability.
Norway already has 1,150 traffic tunnels in use throughout the country out of
which 35 are submerged in water. Norway has so far committed $25 billion in
funds to the project, which is expected to reach completion by 2035.
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TRAVEL BLEISURE

DARJEELING

THE LAND OF TEA GARDENS
This ethereal hilltown in Northeast India is a business
centre for buyers, distributors and tea exporters. If you
find yourself in this region on a business trip, take time
out and explore the town's colonial-era architecture,
tea gardens, monasteries, delectable cuisine and
picturesque trekking trails
Words : Mita Rao

N

estled in the northern
reaches of West Bengal,
Darjeeling is encompassed
by emerald-green tea
plantations
with
the
majestic Khangchendzonga (8,598m)
peak as its backdrop making it one of
the most picturesque hill stations in
India and a premier attraction of the
East. Once a British retreat, Darjeeling is
popular for its globally renowned tea and
lets visitors explore an array of activities
in and around tea plantations, in addition
to the usual nature exploration, such
as trekking and hiking along with some
delectable culinary adventures.

DID YOU KNOW

There is, however, more to this hill town
than tea parties and gigantic mountains
to keep you spellbound. You can explore
colonial-era architecture, visit Buddhist
monasteries and see snow leopards and
red pandas at the city zoo. If you are in
an adventurous mood, you could pursue
the Singalila Ridge trek or just hire a
bicycle for a guided tour around hill tops.
There are winding bazaars with an array
of clothing, food items, souvenirs among
other items from across Sikkim, Bhutan,
Nepal and Tibet. And after all these
activities, a good, steaming Darjeeling
brew is never far away.

Darjeeling originates from two Tibetan words:
Dorje and ling. Dorje signifies thunderbolt
which according to the Hindu mythology is the
staff of God Indra. The word ling means an area
or spot. So, the name Darjeeling signifies a
‘place where there is thunderbolt’.
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A PARADISE FOR TEA LOVERS

Reminisce the splendour of a bygone colonial era over a crisp cup of chai

“Darjeeling is a
beautiful place with
friendly people. It offers
a great visual palate.
The weather is excellent
and I always look
forward to shoot here.
We shot a lot of scenes
from Barfi in this divine
place.”
- Ranbir Kapoor, Actor

MAKAIBARI TEA ESTATE
The estate offers several
activities for visitors such
as plucking from the tea
bushes, tasting or scaling
the tea garden slopes. If
you wish to live amidst
the tea garden, Makaibari
offers homestay options as
well. This place is a haven
for nature lovers. There are
seven natural springs of
pure water in Makaibari.
The dense forest of this
estate offers numerous
species of flora and fauna.
You'll also spot a fossil
with the impression of an
elephant’s foot that dates
back to thousands of years.
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GLENBURN TEA ESTATE
If embracing the colonial-era and its grand heritage sounds exciting
to you then you must visit the Glenburn Tea Estate. The place offers
accommodation to its visitors in two colonial-style bungalows, each
with four suites, mesmerising front gardens and verandahs with a
picturesque view. The highlight of this estate is the informative tea
tour in and around the plantation. There are also hiking trails, local
village visits and fishing jaunts available for guests. The landscape
alone, with its rolling hills, majestic mountains, untainted rivers and
rock pools, is reason enough to visit the estate.

GOOMTEE TEA
RESORT
It is not as popular
as its colleagues
Makaibari and
Glenburn, but
Goomtee has its own
charm and offers
an unparalleled
experience including a
stay in a 100-year-old
heritage home. There
are several tea-related
activities for you
to explore at this
plantation.

COCHRANE PLACE, KURSEONG
In addition to tea estates, one
can also visit Kurseong. It is an
hour-and-a-half long drive from
Darjeeling where you will find
Cochrane Place, and its unique
little café called Chai Country. Its
entrance is shaped like an engine
and its windows have spouts. There
are more than 20 different types
of tea on offer at this café for you
to savour. But that's not all that
you get at Cochrane Place. There
are also tea baths, tea facials and
dinner where every dish is based
around different flavours of tea.

TRAVEL BLEISURE

ADVENTURE AND THRILL
Darjeeling has numerous things to do that will leave you awestruck
AN UNMATCHED TRAIN-RIDE
Popularly known as the toy train, the Darjeeling Himalayan Railway
(DHR) is amongst the few hill railways still operational. Listed as a
UNESCO World Heritage Site, the toy train made its first journey in
September 1881. There are two train trips available for tourists and
regular passengers alike. The train travels from Darjeeling to Ghum and
back. You can also visit the DHR museum at Ghum Station.

FROM HIGH ABOVE
Rangeet Valley Ropeway is one-of-the-most popular
ropeways in Asia. The 20-minute ride takes you from North
Point down to the Takvar Valley tea estate, gliding over
manicured tea bushes that look like giant broccoli growing
on mountain slopes. Get here early in the morning if you
want to explore the village and tea plantation.

SINGALILA NATIONAL PARK
You can trek your way from
Sandakphu to Phalut, popularly
known as the Singalila Ridge
Trek that takes you through the
scenic Singalila National Park
and offers majestic views of
the eastern Himalayan peaks.
However, you have to hire a
guide as it is mandatory and
easily available at the starting
point of the trek. Species like
leopard, pangolin, chinkara,
elephant, barking deer, clouded
leopard, black panther are
found here.
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LOVE YOUR WILDLIFE
This zoo, one of India’s best, was
established in 1958 to study, conserve
and preserve Himalayan fauna.
Housed within its rocky and forested
environment are species such as
Asiatic black bears, cloud leopards,
red pandas and Tibetan wolves.
The zoo and the adjoining snow
leopard–breeding centre (closed to
the public) are home to the world’s
largest single captive population of
snow leopards (currently 11). The zoo
is a pleasant 20-minute downhill
walk from Chowrasta along Jawahar
Road West.

TRAVEL BLEISURE

CULINARY DELIGHTS
Explore the palatable delights and an amalgamation of exquisite cuisines
DEKEVA'S
RESTAURANT
Located on Gandhi road,
this restaurant offers
several Tibetan staples
and Chinese dishes.
Guests can choose from
a variety of noodles
such as thenthuk
(hand pulled noodle
soup) and bakthuk also
known as sogthuk (a
Mongolian influenced
Tibetan dish featuring
small handmade noodle
shells).

TEA TIME
The tea gardens in Darjeeling are
touted to be over a century old. It
can take up to ten years before the
tea leaves are plucked. The taste of
Darjeeling tea varies from season
to season. The first harvest around
March produces an astringent flavour
tea. This particular variety is primarily
preferred by German buyers. However,
the leaves collected from the second
harvest are believed to have a mature
and lasting flavour with a hint
of muscat.
READER'S DELIGHT
For any bibliophile, the charm of a tourist
spot increases manifold, if it has some
good bookshops. In Darjeeling, Oxford
Book and Stationery Company will just
do that for you. This bookshop is famous
for its great collection of books about
tales on mountaineering.

GHOOM MONASTERY MARKET
This is the best place to buy reasonably priced
Tibetan curios like prayer wheels, prayer flags,
singing bowls, thangkas (wall paintings), etc.
Spread out on the tracks of the Darjeeling toy train,
it’s a sight to watch the market as the toy train
takes rounds of the area.

HOW TO
GET THERE
Vistara flies to
Bagdogra from
New Delhi.

AVIATION QUIZ
2. What is the average speed of a commercial aircraft?
Answers in the next issue of Vistara magazine.

Share your answers at inflightmag@airvistara.com. Five lucky winners will win prizes.
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TRAVEL SPECIAL

SHOWCASING A

UNIQUE CULTURE

India is home to numerous tribes. However, most of these tribes trace
their origins to India itself, with a few exceptions. Siddi tribe of Gujarat is
one such exception that has quite a story to tell
Words : Runa Mukherjee Parikh

A

t first, you might find this tribe
different looking than the usual
Indian tribes. Walking alongside
the locals, the Siddis seem
strange, more fitted to be tourists
themselves. But on observing closely, you see the
local attire and even more amusingly, you hear
the tribals speak the local language—impeccable
Gujarati in a heavy accent. The person you have
come across is a Siddi, a fellow Indian with his
roots in Africa.
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It has been centuries since the Siddi tribe first
came to India, and today, they are as much
from Gujarat as their origins are from Africa. A
delightful uniqueness in the jungles of Gir, one
of the few jungles where the population of the
Asiatic lion has been steadily rising, the Siddis are
a small tribe brought to our country by the Arabs,
the Portuguese and the British.
Ketan Shah, a businessman from Ahmedabad,
visited Gir with his family and friends recently and
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A group of Siddi
tribe performers
in costume
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along with the majestic king of the jungle,
he also discovered this warm African
tribe in the nearby village of Jhambur.
“When we found out about them from
our guide, we visited Jhambur. Children
came running to play with us as their
mothers smiled and greeted us from the
confines of their mud huts, most of them
nursing a tiny tot. It was clear that the
tribe loves a big family and is deeply
rooted to its home,” Shah says.
LONG HISTORY
The arrival of the Siddis in India dates back
to 1100 AD. By the turn of the century,
several hundreds were being imported
by the Indian nawabs and sultans to
serve as soldiers or slaves. Between the
17th and 19th century, many found their
way to parts of Western India, mostly
brought by the Portuguese. A lot of them
also came as merchants. Today, the Siddi
tribe in India resides in parts of Gujarat,
Karnataka and Maharashtra.

According to the study ‘Indian Siddis:
African descendants with Indian
admixture’, Siddis trace their ancestry to
Bantu speakers from sub-Saharan Africa.
The tribe may have inhabited India for
centuries now, but their looks set them
apart. Both men and women have a
robust built, dark complexion, broad
shoulders and a large forehead. Their
hair, cropped and curly among men
and tied into neat corn rows among
women and children, speak of their
East African ancestry. The tribe marries
within its people but intermingle with
others socially.
The Siddis of Junagadh have embraced
the Gujarati culture wholly - they
wear clothes local to Gujarat (pyjamo,
safo, ghagro, etc.), eat vegetarian fare
with the occasional fish from Veraval
and elaborately cooked meats during
weddings and festivals.
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INTERESTING FACTS

MAGNIFICENT DHAMAAL
You may have not known about
the Siddis all your life and yet
have come across their native
word ‘dhamaal’. In fact, the
word dhamaal has come into the
Hindi dictionary from the Siddis.
While everything about them has
steadily Indianised, they have
held on to their native dhamaal
dance tightly. Known as Goma,
which means a long type of
drum in Swahili, the percussiondominant performances have
found adulation the world over.
From Republic Day parades to
the popular Gujarat Tourism
Video Khushboo Gujarat Ki,
dhamaal or goma has found takers
everywhere.

Siddi women
are taught
embroidery
and
handicraft
skills

The Siddi women are mostly restricted to
their homes with small, agricultural jobs
– many get help from local NGOs and
are taught embroidery and handicraft
skills. According to the Tribal Research
and Training Institute, the Siddis are a
scheduled tribe, making them eligible for
reservation in government jobs.
The Siddi community has many clans such
as the Mosgul, Mokwana, Chotiyara, Mori,
Sirwan, Parmar, Morima and Makava. All
these clans have their own religious or
spiritual leader called a pir.

UNIQUE ARCHITECTURE
The Siddi Saiyyed Mosque is a
renowned ancient mosque in
Ahmedabad, built by Ahmed
Shah's slave Siddi Saiyyed in
1573. The most interesting
features of the mosque are the
fabulous Jhali screens lining its
upper walls and the magnificent
and exclusive stone tracery.

TALENTED LOT
One speculates that the community
derives its name from the Arabic
word for master, sayyid, as many of
these men rose through the ranks in
the past. A great example would be
Sidi Saiyyed who built a mosque in
Ahmedabad in 1573 - known for its
intricate lattice work that depicts the
tree of life, it is frequently showcased
when describing the heritage of

Ahmedabad. One can find this unique
jaali work in IIM Ahmedabad’s logo.
Another Siddi’s work can be seen near
the Arabian Sea in Mumbai - Murud
Janjira, Malik Ambar’s 15th century sea
fort is unconquered and brilliant in its
construction till date and makes for a
fabulous travelling experience for those
interested in history.
A leisure trip to Gujarat is incomplete
without a forest safari tour of Gir and
a visit to the picturesque Somnath
Temple by the sea. However, getting to
know the simple yet lively Siddis is not
just a bonus but a widening of one’s
cultural experience. That a tribe from
the farthest corners of Africa finds itself
home in small pockets of India is more
than just trivia – it is a lesson on how
immigrants make adopted countries
their revered soil of karma and dharma.
The Siddis are an affable tribe, willing to
share their history with you. It is only right
that we build ours with them too.

HOW TO
GET THERE
Vistara flies to
Ahmedabad from
New Delhi.

AVIATION QUIZ
3. How many international airports are there in Kerala?
Answers in the next issue of Vistara magazine.

Share your answers at inflightmag@airvistara.com. Five lucky winners will win prizes.
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IN FOCUS

JAN SAMVAD CENTER
A ONE-ON-ONE WITH THE PEOPLE

D

Chhattisgarh has launched a people interactive scheme ‘Jan Samvad center’
that enables people to give their feedback on the government schemes

r. Raman Singh enjoys an image
of a ‘gentleman politician’
owing to his calm demeanor
and humble interactions with
the people of his state. He has
earned a dynamic reputation nationwide for
launching several successful schemes in
Chhattisgarh. At the core of his governance
model is formulation of policy and schemes
based on direct interaction with the peoplean approach that has been exemplified
in initiatives such as Lok Suraj Abhiyan
wherein the CM along with the Chief
Secretary and other officers conducts
social audits and surprise inspections of
various villages, cities and development
works for 2 months.
Recently he inaugurated another people
interactive scheme under the name

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE
JAN SAMVAD CENTER
• Educate People on schemes run by the
government.
• Policies and schemes will be improved
based on citizen feedback.
• Citizen Happiness Index of the state will
increase.
• Socio-Economic Gap in service delivery
will reduce.
• All communications will happen in
regional languages such as Hindi,
Chhattisgarhi, Sargujiya and Halbi.
• Over 300 people will get employment.
Jan Samvad Center, which will be the
first people-powered call center in
Chhattisgarh.

“This is a one-on-one conversation, which will
involve a Jan Samvad Center and citizens of small
districts to give their feedback on government
schemes. With this, we will not just move a step
ahead with development, but will also gain people’s
trust. This center will cater to numerous loopholes
in the state and policy implementation and that is
how we will plan measures to solve them.”
Dr. Raman Singh, Chief Minister, Chhattisgarh

Jan Samvad Center enables the people
to give their feedback on the government
schemes. Under this scheme, the citizens will
be taken on call and asked to give feedback
on the government policies and services like
toilet construction, electricity supply, village
and district school’s getting timely funds,
items received at PDS shops etc.
Throwing light on the concept of Jan
Samvad Center Dr. Raman Singh said, “This
is a one-on-one conversation, which will
involve a Jan Samvad Center and citizens
of small districts to give their feedback on
government schemes. With this, we will not
just move a step ahead with development,
but will also gain people’s trust. This center
will cater to numerous loopholes in the state
and policy implementation and that is how
we will plan measures to solve them.”
At present the Jan Samvad Center has more
than 150 people, of which 50 are living in the
vicinity of the capital city Raipur. Following
the systematic operations at the Jan
Samvad Center, proper data will be compiled
and handed over to the concerning officials
to look over the problems that need to be
solved, directly based on the feedback from
the people for whom these schemes are
devised. Notably, the Jan Samvad Center
employees will call more than 100 people a
day to take their feedback.
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WHERE REEL

BECOMES REAL

If amusement parks excite you, go on a trail of these five movie-based theme
parks around the world and witness the cinematic world come to life
Words : Karan Wadhwa

H

ave you ever wanted
to wave a wand like
Harry Potter and say the
Patronus charm? Did
you want to be one of
the participants in the Hunger Games
alongside Katniss Everdeen? Were you
petrified of the T-rex in the Jurassic Park
films or wanted to have an animated
conversation with Captain Jack Sparrow
while drinking rum on the Black Pearl? If
you have yearned to experience these big
franchise Hollywood movie worlds in real
life, then your wish has come true. From

Florida in the US to Osaka in Japan, moviebased theme parks have been developed
in several cities around the globe for fans
to explore the fictional world of their
favourite film franchise such as Harry
Potter, Hunger Games, Jurassic Park,
Pirates of the Caribbean and many more.
THE WIZARDING WORLD OF HARRY
POTTER | OSAKA, JAPAN
You no longer have to wait for your
acceptance letter from Hogwarts School
of Witchcraft and Wizardry! Just plan a
trip to Japan and visit the beautiful city

TRAVEL TRAIL

of Osaka where Universal Studios has
opened a Harry Potter theme park.
First thing to do when you enter this
magical world is to choose your wand at
Ollivander's, where Harry chose his.

“It is really cool to
have a place like
this to come back
to. Every time I get
homesick, I can come
here and re-live a bit
of my childhood.”
– Tom Felton, Actor

The six-acre large park leaves no stones
unturned to give you an unparalleled
experience of the world of Harry Potter.
You could try the famous butterbeer
at the Three Broomsticks and ride a
hippogriff around Hogsmeade. The
best attraction, however, is the Harry
Potter and the Forbidden Journey tour.
It then takes you through the Gryffindor
common room, Professor Snape's
dungeons and also sorts you into a
house between Gryffindor, Hufflepuff,
Ravenclaw and Slytherin among
other activities.
The park has an abundance of souvenir
shops. You can choose to shop from
Wiseacre's wizarding equipment, Zonko's
Joke Shop, the Owl Post, Gladrags

A 3D imagery of the Capitol from the Hunger Games movies
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wizardwear, Dervish and Banges,
Honeydukes and Filch's Emporium of
Confiscated Goods.
HUNGER GAMES | DUBAI, UAE
The Jennifer Lawrence-starrer dystopian
science-fiction films, The Hunger Games,
is one of the most loved and revered
film franchise in the last 5 years. While
the franchise may have concluded
after the last film in 2015 - The Hunger
Games: Mockingjay – Part 2, you can
still experience the thrilling world of
Panem by simply visiting the Motiongate
Amusement Park in Dubai.
The Hunger Games inspired themepark is slated to open for visitors by the
end of 2017. According to executives at
Motiongate, visitors will be taken on
an aerial journey to the scintillating
world of Panem aboard a hovercraft
like in the movies. The theme park will
also have a high-speed roller coaster to
take guests from District 12 (home of
Katniss Aberdeen) to the Capitol. The

TRAVEL TRAIL

Disney
World’s new
Pandora —
World of
Avatar

experience will also include the visitors'
hovercraft being chased by Peacekeepers
that will lead to a thrilling battle with 7D
special effects in play.
AVATAR | FLORIDA, USA
It is not surprising that the highest
grossing film in the world ($2.7 billion)
will have a theme-park about it. The
sequels for this 2009 mega-blockbuster,
Avatar, may still be a few years away but
its fans don't have to wait to be a part of
that world. Just head to Disney World’s
new Pandora — World of Avatar and
experience the cinematic extravaganza.
The 12-acre large theme park opened
in June 2017 at Disney World’s Animal
Kingdom in Florida. The marquee
attraction is the Flight of Passage, in
which a 3D simulator plunges riders into
a cinematic world. You feel as if you’re
riding on the back of a banshee, a bluish,
gigantic, winged predator that resembles
something out of the Jurassic Era.
Wearing 3D glasses and straddling what
resembles a stationary motorcycle,
you’re strapped in, then the lights go
out, a screen in front lights up and
you’re swooped into a world of blue,
gigantic aliens called Na’vi, with moonfilled skies, plunging waterfalls, jumping
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marine animals and towering ocean
waves. The ride provides an enchanting
and intoxicating five minutes that
touches all the senses. Blasts of air and
spritzes of mist hit your face, and as
you fly through a lush forest, a woodsy
aroma wafts through your nostrils. A
visitor could go on the ride 20 times and
still miss half the visual details. Disney
designers are quick to say that the
new land is the star of the action, not
the backdrop.

PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN |
SHANGHAI, CHINA
The 'Pirates of the Caribbean: Battle for
the Sunken Treasure' is nothing like any
ride you’ve ever experienced. This ride
is similar to the one in Disneyland in the
US. There is the fictional city of Tortuga
like in the films. Treasure chests full of
doubloons are lying about with wine
bottles and swords. While waiting in line,
you’ll see scenes like the ride in Anaheim
with vintage furniture and skeletons.

HONOURABLE MENTION

Star Trek fans can now take their
own intergalactic journey on the
world’s first roller coaster-based
ride. This new attraction is now
a part of Movie Park Germany in
Bottrop-Kirchhellen, a city 50km
north of Dusseldorf. Spread across
111 acres, the roller coaster takes
guests on a high-speed ride as
they battle it out to save the U.S.S.
Enterprise from the Borg. Visitors
start by entering a 1,000sqm
replica of Federation Plaza,
where they can explore themed
spaces that include everything
from transporter rooms to a
holodeck and the U.S.S. Enterprise
NCC-1701-D bridge from the Next
Generation series. Guests are
trained for their first mission as
Starfleet cadets before making
their way to the ride. The new
coaster also has a triple-launch
mechanism, meaning that instead
of having guests slowly accelerate
on the first incline of the ride,
they will be sent whizzing three
separate times.
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Visit the Jurassic World-themed adventure park in
Orlando, US and relive the movies like never before
The Jurassic
Worldthemed
adventure
park in
Orlando, US

The boat here is bigger than the one in
the movie. It doesn’t run on a track. It is
pulled by magnets below the surface of
the water. The coolest thing about the
boat is that it spins around at key points
of the ride. It feels like you’re sailing into
the middle of an IMAX dream with CGI
images overwhelming your senses. The
movie franchise character, Captain Jack
Sparrow fights Davy Jones as you float
perilously close.
The ride takes place underwater, as if your
boat has been sucked down by Davy Jones.
Then the boat rises, and you’re in the
middle of cannon blasts among battling
ships. The ride uses robots, projection
images and even old-school singing faces
like those inside the Haunted Mansion.
But it all works together for a mindblowing experience.
JURASSIC PARK | ORLANDO, USA
We were all petrified at the first sight
of the tyrannosaurus when we saw it

in Steven Spielberg's 1993 Hollywood
blockbuster Jurassic Park . But we loved
the world just as much and only get to
see on the big screen. But you could
also experience it in person. Just visit
the Jurassic World-themed adventure
park in Orlando, US and relive those
moments of thrill and adrenaline first
hand. This mind-blowing experience
begins with a scenic water cruise. You're
gliding along in your raft, watching a
baby stegosaurus and its mother share
a moment. When out of nowhere,
you're bumped off course and thrust
into the ominous 'restricted area'. This
is where they keep the other creatures,
the dangerous ones. Suddenly, a
tyrannosaurus stands before you and
there's nowhere to turn.
So what are you waiting for? Book
your favourite ride and visit these
man-made wonders created to give
you a real life experience of these
fantasy worlds.

TECH-KNOW INNOVATION

FIT & FAB

Festivals like Dussehra and Diwali are a big let-go time of
the year when it comes to nutrition and exercise. One tends
to indulge in a lot more sweets, chocolates and fried food
than usual. So get in shape beforehand and enjoy all the
delicious treats guilt-free
Words : Kritika Dhawan

T

he festive season is here and
with all the goodies stocked
around you, one tends to
indulge in an extra helping
of his/her favourite sweet or
fried food. You no longer need to restrain
yourself from popping in that additional
serving of sweets as these four fitness
apps will help you lose weight effectively.
So pick up your phone, download the app,

chart a plan and execute it well to stay
in shape this festive season. Read on to
know more...
SWORKIT
Rated as one of the best workout apps
by reviewers, this fitness app offers
multiple workout routines that let you
focus on both individual body part as
well as overall workout sessions. The best

AXE BRAND
UNIVERSAL OIL

The best companion and
ideal gift when you travel
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HONOURABLE
MENTIONS

CHARITY MILES

CYCLEMETER
Unfortunately, this app is only
available on iOS. Considered one
of the best cycling apps, it collects
a wealth of data, is very accurate,
offers well-thought-out features,
and appeals to fitness enthusiasts
who participate in more than one
sport. Despite the name, you can
use Cyclemeter for walks, runs, and
other physical workout activities.

FIT RADIO
Available for both iOS and Android
users, FIT Radio is a music-streaming
app that specialises in DJ-created
mixes to help maintain a consistent
beat. You can browse mixes by
genre, DJ, or type of workout, such
as Spin, Zumba, or Yoga. If you like
exploring new music and never want
to think about putting together a
workout mix on your own, FIT Radio
is a great fitness app to try.
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Make money for various charities
each time you walk, run, or even ride a
bicycle by using the Charity Miles app.
Corporate sponsors donate a few
cents for every mile you complete.
You can even pick and choose from
the list of charities and find the one
that you wish to support. This app is
available for Android
and iOS users.

part is that all exercises are body weightbased and can be done at home without
any equipment.
Start your workout with a 5-minute
session. The app selects 10 exercises
(cardio and strength) that you need to
do for 30 seconds each. Follow it up with
a 7-minute full body workout. You could
also select from categories like upper
body, core strength or lower body for
a more focussed session. Each exercise
comes with an animation that helps you
with the form. You perform a number of
different varieties of push-ups, planks,
and squats in the full-body category. For
advanced level users, the app lets you
tailor-make your regime for up to an
hour with a variety of randomly selected
exercises or focussed exercises for a

specific body part, depending on your
preference.
COUCH TO 5K
If the thought of running for more than
100mts terrifies you then this app is just
what you need. The Couch to 5K training
program starts you off with short intervals
of running with generous walking breaks,
an ideal approach for first-timers and
even seasoned joggers who have been
away from the fitness world for a while.
For instance, on the first day, you start
with a brisk 5-minute warm-up walk
followed by one-minute of jogging and
can alternate it with 90 seconds of
walking for next 20 minutes. The app
also lets you choose a plan by either
distance or time. Each training session

The Couch to 5K training program starts you off
with short intervals of running with generous
walking breaks
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Easy-to-follow HD video
yoga classes let you
choose from 65 yoga and
meditation forms from a
library of over 280 postures

lists running and walking intervals by
time or by distance, depending on the
participant’s goal.
This popular program has helped
thousands of new runners move from
the couch to the finish line. All you need
to do is spend just 20 to 30 minutes,
three times a week, for nine weeks, and
you will be ready to finish your first 5km
run without any breaks!
YOGA STUDIO
Schedule your daily yoga classes at home
with Yoga Studio app. Easy-to-follow
HD video yoga classes let you choose
from 65 yoga and meditation forms. The
app has a library of over 280 postures
with detailed advice and instructions.
You can also customise and create your
own unique HD video class and improve
your health by mastering the art of yoga.
The scheduled classes sync with your
calendar and the reminder makes sure
you do not miss out on any class. The
duration of class ranges from 10 to 60
minutes and the best part is, no internet

connection is required to download
a class. The level of instructions vary
depending on your choice. You can
choose full teacher commentary to guide
you through your session.
30 DAY SQUAT CHALLENGE
Squats are the best exercise to achieve a
toned body with sexy legs. The workout
regime suggested in this app targets
not only your glutes but your thighs
and core as well. The workout plan
includes a number of exercises such as
sumo squat, jump squat, oblique squat,
narrow squat, pistol squat and split
squat among others. Like most regimes,
the plan starts you off with novice
level exercises and slowly increases
the intensity over time. You can also
use dumbbells, a hack or a rack while
doing your squats for a more rigorous
workout. Accept the challenge and see
astonishing results in just a month.
So choose your app, track your progress
and flaunt your achievements on
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.

OFF-SHORE OKTOBERFEST

OKTOBERFEST

LET'S GET THIS PARTY STARTED!

Wandering through the legions of beer drinkers where strangers
clink their beer mugs together and fill the beer tents with songs
along with non-stop celebration of good food and new friendships,
welcome to the Oktoberfest in Munich
Words : Megha Paul

OFF-SHORE OKTOBERFEST

B

avarian beer, culinary delights and
a cultural overdose together makes
this German festival memorable
for locals and tourists. It justly lays
claim to being one of the world’s
largest folk festivals (yes, it’s not just about
drinking beer). Since the early 2000s, the annual
event has attracted millions of visitors every year.
From getting up close and personal with people to
building fond memories of drunken adventures,
there is something for everyone at this festival.
As we toured around Oktoberfest in Adidas'
new puke repellent sneakers launched for the
occasion and practiced our German by listening
to songs that we did not get, we bring you the
highlights of this edition. Drum roll, please...
DOWN THE HISTORY LANE
The name 'Oktober' is misleading because most
of the festival happens in September and not
October. The 204-year-old tradition originally
wasn't even a beer festival. The first Oktoberfest
was held to honour the marriage of Prince
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Ludwig and Therese of Saxe-Hildburghausen, in
1810. The citizens of Munich were invited to join
the festivities surrounding the wedding. It was
held in the same location as it is in today: the
Theresienwiese. The location of the festival is
what gives it its nickname ‘Wiesn’.
Every year since then, the Germans have kept
the party going. Now that’s what we call a
wedding party!
BEER TENTS
Giant tents housing live music, miles of trestle
tables and gallons of beer, especially made for
the occasion, form the core of the festival. With
beer being served by the litre, the huge beer halls
have German oompah bands that encourage over
six million like-minded party animals from every
corner of the world to dance on tables and make
best friends for life.
You can also raise a toast to the fact that there
are 14 large beer hall tents at the venue. Don't
limit yourself to one tent. The most popular

?

DID YOU KNOW
The Oktoberfest tents
are not really tents but
often huge halls made
from steel and wood.
They are erected only for
the Oktoberfest, and then
removed from the Wiesn
until the next year.

OFF-SHORE OKTOBERFEST

Typical
souvenirs at the
Oktoberfest
in Munich - a
gingerbread
heart
lebkuchenherz

FUN FACTS
• The grounds and tents
are all free to enter
• About six million
people attend or visit
Oktoberfest annually;
some of the larger
Oktoberfest beer tents
can accommodate or seat
7,000 to nearly 10,000
people.
• Oktoberfest has its
very own, pop-up post
office. They send around
1,30,000 postcards and
gifts every year.
• Einstein worked here as
an electrician and helped
to set up one of the beer
tents in 1896.
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one is Schottenhamel, where the mayor
taps the first keg. The biggest one is
Hofbräu-Festhalle, which seated almost
11,000 people. Winzere Fahndl is the
tent where you could do some celebrity
spotting. Armbrusthschützen is known
for the famous crossbow competition;
Hippodrom for its single and ready to
mingle scene; Wine Tent in case you are
a non-beer drinker.
If you want to get a seat in the tent of
your choice and don’t feel like waiting
in line for over an hour, then you need
to get to the tents early. Morning is the
perfect time to start your adventure.
GET, SET, BEER…
Oktoberfest is a celebration of Bavarian
traditions, so the only beer you’ll find
during the festival is brewed within the city

limits of Munich. It’s considered one of the
best beer in the world. There are only three
ingredients used in the brewing process:
water, barley and hops.
New Trends: The year 2017 demonstrated
that brewers are moving beyond the
traditional Bavarian beer. Into the
potpourri-scented scene, there were
beers infused with maple syrup, field
beers and dry-hopped sours. With
wellness and health trends influencing
alcohol consumption, an ever-increasing
number of beer drinkers are drawn
towards a moderate beer option - the
less calorific beer. German beer drinkers
are not known for moderation, but even
that is changing now.
GOURMET DELIGHT
Drink beer by the litre and food as

With wellness and health trends influencing alcohol
consumption, now an ever-increasing number of beer
drinkers are drawn towards moderate beer options

OFF-SHORE OKTOBERFEST

DO NOT MISS

There’s much more to
Oktoberfest than booze. Music
is a very important factor in the
celebrations, with every alcohol
tent featuring brass bands playing
a mix of reworked chart hits from
the likes of the Black Eyed Peas
alongside traditional German
Oompah classics.

Above:
Traditional
Parade at
Oktoberfest,
Munich,
Bavaria;
Left: Dirndl
is the
traditional
dress worn by
women during
the festival

much as you desire, so say the Germans.
From mouth-watering roasted chicken,
German sausages and soft, traditional
Bavarian warm pretzels with a diameter
of 15 inches, the food at Oktoberfest is
absolutely delicious. The best part is that
you can eat in the tents, and hence don’t
have to take a break from the festivities.
You should make friends while you
are there with the locals and the
globetrotters.
Share
your
food,
enthusiasm and stories.
DRESS IT UP
One of the things that this centuries-old
festival is famous for is its traditional
attire - lederhosen (for men) and dirndl
(for women). The real highlight of
the spring festivities was the fashion
trends. Dirndls this year were carrying
two or more floral patterns (apron and
bodice often have to different designs)
and a range of intricate details such
as embroidery; meanwhile, in men’s
fashion, the shirts were going ever more
towards traditional linen and cotton
models with granddad-style button
fronts down to the belly-button.

BEYOND BEER HALLS
The festival is so much more than just
beer tents. Outside the beer tents, it’s
a carnival. It is a big fun fair with games,
amusement rides and even haunted
houses. Go on the rides before you
start drinking. Also, while at Munich for
Oktobefest, do check out at least one
of the four beer gardens in the English
Garden, larger than Central Park in NYC.
Make sure that you take time out to visit
the Munich Residenz that has been home
to Bavarian royalty for centuries.
TRADITION TALES
To honour the marriage of Prince Ludwig
and Therese of Saxe-Hildburghausen, a
parade took place for the first time in 1810.
Since 1850, the parade has become an
annual event and an important component
of the Oktoberfest. Eight thousand people—
mostly from Bavaria—and dressed in
traditional costumes walk from Maximilian
Street through the centre of Munich.
If you haven't already, its time to plan you
trip to Munich during the Oktoberfest
and experience this folk festival in
person. PROST!

CURRENT AFFAIRS SPORTS

HISTORY IN THE MAKING

TEAM INDIA

The Under-17 team of India has had intense exposure to international
football over the past couple of years which has significantly improved
their skill levels and tactics
Words : Shibaji Roychoudhury

I

n less than a week, history will
be made with an Indian team
participating in a FIFA World Cup
for the first time. Empty statistics
sheets will get their first entries
and the country will finally become an
internationally recognised footballplaying nation. It is no less than a dream
come true for players and fans alike to
see India finally compete at the World
Cup. And while the team may not have
earned its spot in the tournament (since
India is the host nation we automatically
qualified), this privilege could chart a new
course for the future of Indian football.

Camping in Bengaluru since last three
months, the Under-17 Indian football
team is preparing rigorously for the
mammoth campaign ahead of them with
physiotherapists, doctors, trainers, the
goal keeping coach, assistant coach and
head coach - Luis Norton de Matos. The
former Portuguese footballer who played
as a forward was appointed the head
coach of the Under-17 Indian team on
March 1, 2017. According to him, the team
had a lot of exposure to international
football playing standards earlier this year
as they played several national teams and
clubs in Europe.
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OFFICIAL DRAW
FIFA U-17 WORLD
CUP INDIA 2017
GROUP A
INDIA
USA
COLOMBIA
GHANA

GROUP B
PARAGUAY
MALI
NEW ZEALAND
TURKEY

GROUP C
IRAN
GUINEA
GERMANY
COSTA RICA

GROUP D
KOREA DPR
NIGER
BRAZIL
SPAIN

GROUP E
HONDURAS
JAPAN
NEW CALEDONIA
FRANCE

Members of
the India U-17
squad posing
for a picture

FUTURE STARS
The young team has many talented players
who have the potential to make it big,
not only for Indian football but also at
the world stage. Canadian-turned Indian
citizen Sunny Dhaliwal is a huge asset for
the team. With a towering height of 6 ft 5
inches, he is the tallest goalkeeper in the
tournament. The Toronto FC Academy
graduate had to give up his Canadian
citizenship in order to play for India but
he was determined and sees his future in
taking Indian football to the global stage.
Boris Singh Thangjam, a natty little
winger with seemingly endless energy
never leaves his defense dry. He always
falls back during a counter attack.
Thangjam is also very quick with the
ball which helps the team during their
offensive moves. His team mate, Anwar
Ali is another gem of the U-17 team. Over
6 ft tall, this central defender is menacing
for opponent strikers.

The team has a strong midfield as well
thanks to Kolhapur-native Ankit Jadhav,
a powerful and skilful centre-mid who
was a part of Pune FC juniors before it
got pulled out of the I-League in 2015.
However, Jadhav's grooming in the club
has helped him become a fearsome mid
fielder who has been performing above
par against superior opponents. For
all these boys, and their teammates, a
successful career in Indian football is all
but guaranteed.
In fact, even the present Indian football
captain Sunil Chhetri said that he would
give up his 15-year long football career to
be a part of the Under-17 team and have
an opportunity to play at the highest level
of football – the World Cup.
FACE-OFF
The Under-17 Indian team will begin
their World Cup campaign against the
team from United States of America on

GROUP F
IRAQ
MEXICO
CHILE
ENGLAND
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“The boys are not afraid. They have confidence
in what they have learnt and have developed
extremely well over the past six months.”
– Luis Norton de Matos | Head Coach

CURRENT AFFAIRS SPORTS

Sunil Chhetri (2L) Indian Football Captain poses for a photograph with the U-17 players Dheeraj Singh (L), Sanjeev Stalin (2R) and Jackson Singh

October 6 before taking on Colombia on
October 9. The team will conclude their
group stage games with the final match
against the two-time champions Ghana.
The host nation will play all their group
stage matches at the Jawaharlal Nehru
Stadium in Delhi.
QUARTERFINAL FINISH
The Indian coach is optimistic that
the Indian team will fare well in their
group stage matches. “There is great
spirit and combination in the team
and their technique and tactics have
comprehensively improved over
the last few months due to the
extensive exposure they got
playing European sides,” Matos
said. However, young Jackson Singh,
one of the key players in the Under-17
team, is optimistic that the India
could go as far as the semifinals.

ROAD TO THE WORLD CUP
Over the last couple of years, the young
Indian world cup squad has toured across
the world and performed exceedingly
well against even superior opponents.
In 2015 alone, the team travelled
throughout Germany and played a total
of 16 matches and won nine of them.
Their biggest victory came against FC
Rosenheim, whom they beat 14-1 in the
goals tally. They also participated in the
Under-16 SAFF Championships and won
two out of their four matches. Later that
year, they played in the AFC qualifiers and
defeated Bahrain and Lebanon 5-0 and
6-0, respectively. In September 2015, the
U-16 Indian team travelled to Spain and
played six friendly practice matches out
of which they won two.
Their performance improved further
in early 2016, when they took on South

The biggest victory of the team
was against FC Strommen with
seven goals to nil
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African football clubs for practice
matches. Out of the seven matches
played, the team won three, tied two
and lost just one. In the summer of 2016,
the team went back to Germany for
more practice matches. The team played
a total of 17 matches and won 11 of them.
Their biggest victory was against FC
Strommen with seven goals to nil. They
lost three and drew the remaining three.
CHALLENGES
While in 2017 too, the team has travelled
far and beyond to play and win practice
matches, however, the coach feels
that they could have had a few more
practice matches lined up closer to the
tournament to gain momentum and
maintain form. India's first opponent
in the group stage, team USA played
five international practice matches in
September alone while India has played
only one. However, coach Matos claims
that the team has enough going for
them. Beating Colombia would be tough
for the Indian team, but they are eyeing
for a win against both USA and Ghana
to make it to the next round of the
tournament. Let us hope that they have
a great outing in the upcoming U-17 FIFA
World Cup 2017.

IN FOCUS

UTTAR PRADESH ON THE PATH OF

DEVELOPMENT
The new government of UP has completed 100 days under the able
leadership of its Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath. A brief analysis...

Yogi Adityanath,
Hon’ble Chief Minister of
Uttar Pradesh

A

new era has been dawned
upon Uttar Pradesh. Riding
on a huge popular mandate
and immense public
support, the Uttar Pradesh
Government headed by the Chief
Minister, Yogi Adityanath, has brought
about major changes in just 100 days in
all aspects of governance touching the
people’s lives.
Working diligently on the guiding
principle of Sab ka Saath, Sab ka
Vikas (Support of all, development for
all), the UP government has initiated
a number of schemes and projects
that will change the face of the state
in the coming days. To begin with,
the Government now enjoys the trust
of all sections of society. The rapid
transformation covers areas as diverse
as agriculture, health, education,
transport, electricity and women
empowerment.
EASE OF DOING BUSINESS –
MAKE IN UP
The recently approved new industrial
policy named as Uttar Pradesh
Industrial Investment and Employment
Promotion Policy, 2017 has been
thrown wide open for the investors in
Uttar Pradesh. This new policy is also
aimed at creating jobs and stresses
upon its commitment to solve problems
of entrepreneurs through a single
window and time-bound manner. The
state government has also proposed
a policy of ‘Make in UP’ for which a
special department would be created.
This ‘Make in UP’ will be in line with
Prime Minister’s ‘Make in India’
initiative.
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PM Narendra Modi distributing sanction letters to beneficiaries of PM Awas Yojana in Lucknow

PROMOTING EMPLOYMENT FOR
SC/ST/WOMEN/DIFFERENTLYABLED AND BPL FAMILIES
Units with more than 400 workers
in Paschimanchal UP or more
than 200 workers in Bundelkhand,
Poorvanchal and Madhyanchal
will be provided additional
incentives in the form of 10 per
cent reimbursement of net VAT/
CST/amount deposited in the
state’s account vis-a-vis share of
the state under GST in each of the
following cases:

•

•

•

Industrial units employing
minimum 25 per cent workers
from BPL families
Industrial units employing
minimum 40 per cent female
workers
Industrial units employing
minimum 25 per cent workers
belonging to SC/ST category

Industrial units providing employment
to differently abled workers will be
provided payroll assistance of `500/
month for each such worker.

This new policy not only increases the
investment opportunity but will also
throw open job market for the youth of
Uttar Pradesh.
POWER FOR ALL
Keeping up its commitment, the
State government is providing 24hour electricity supply to district
headquarters, 20-hour electricity
supply to Tehsil headquarters and
18-hour electricity supply to rural
areas. An MOU ‘Power for All’ has been
signed with the government of India to
provide electricity to all households by
October 2018.
The facility of free electricity connection
to families below poverty line (BPL) in
urban and rural areas has been started.
The work of electrification has been
completed in 18,000 mazras (localities).
As many as 6,06,319 power connections
have been given in 100 days of the
government. Orders have been issued to
replace damaged transformers within 48
hours in rural areas, and within 24 hours
in urban areas. A state-wide Helpline
‘1912’ for electricity consumers has
been expanded and upgraded.
TOWARDS BETTER HEALTHCARE
In the area of healthcare, the State
government has put into operation
150 advance life support ambulances,
which marks a big step towards better
healthcare for the people. Also, Prime
Minister’s Jan Aushadhi Kendra (retail
medicine sale counters) have been set
up to provide medicines at low prices to
the people.
In order to meet the shortage of
doctors, the retirement age of doctors
has been increased from the existing
60 years to 62 years, and it will ensure
availability of quality medical advice
to patients. Also, the Government has
decided to recruit 1000 doctors all over
the state.
Nearly 87 lakh children have been
vaccinated at the Pandit Deen Dayal
Upadhyay Health Camps all over the
State. At the same time 88.62 lakh
children have been vaccinated in 38
districts affected by encephalitis/J.E.

The State government has put into operation 150 advance life support ambulances

MUCH NEEDED RELIEF TO FARMERS
Among the first actions of the
Government was to waive the
agricultural loans amounting to about
`36,000 crores of more than 86 lakh
small and marginal farmers. It has
brought about much-needed relief to
the small farmers of the State. The
Government has also purchased about
37 lakh metric tonnes of wheat from
farmers under the Wheat Support
Price Scheme, and this is about five
times higher than the figure of last
year. Under the Wheat Support Price
Scheme, the minimum support price
of wheat has been fixed at `1625 per
quintal.
For sugarcane farmers, the State
Government has announced a major
relief in terms of payment of sugarcane
dues amounting to more than `22,190
crores. A toll-free number (1800-1213203) has been made operational
for dealing with complaints of cane
farmers. For the benefit of farmers,
the facility of e-Trading has been
introduced in 34 mandis (agricultural
market places) in the state.
TAKING CARE OF EDUCATION
The State government is committed
to conduct copying-free examinations
in educational institutions. All relevant
measures have been taken to stop the
use of unfair means in school, college,
university and other examinations.

It has been decided to implement a
220-day educational calendar in the
state’s educational institutions, and
school children have been provided
uniform, shoes, textbooks and bags.
The honorarium of Shikshamitra has
been raised to `10,000 per month. The
Rani Lakshmi Bai Award has been given
to 147 meritorious boys and girls. Judo
training is being provided to children
of government schools under the Rani
Lakshmi Bai Girls’ self-defence training
programme.
INDUSTRIALISATION
The focus of the state government is on
making the state a manufacturing hub
with a view to generating employment.
It has been decided to set up a
special ‘Make in UP’ cell in the state.
The e-Tendering system has been
introduced in all departments, and it will
increase transparency in the tendering
process.
In order to speed up the industrial
investment in the state, an investment
of `4915 crore by Samsung under
the Super-Mega category, and an
investment of Rs 372 crore by Intex
under the Mega Category have been
approved.
EFFICIENT AND FAST
TRANSPORTATION
Several measures have been taken to
provide speedy and efficient transport
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UP government is committed to provide speedy and efficient transport to the people of Uttar Pradesh

RULE OF LAW
The state government
is committed to create
a crime-free, injusticefree and fear-free
environment in the state
and establishment of
the rule of law. Officers
have been appointed at
zone and range levels
to ensure expertise and
accountability in policing.
A four-year work plan has
been prepared to fill over
1.12 lakh vacant posts of
constables and SubInspectors in the state
police force. Additional
resources have been
made available to reduce
the response time in the
UP-100 scheme.
In a major crackdown,
a large-scale racket
in measurement of
petrol with the use of an
electronic chip has been
unearthed. Action has
been initiated against
those found guilty in
this connection. A ban
has been imposed on
unauthorised slaughter
houses and strong action
is being taken against
those involved in cattle
smuggling.
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to the people. An inter-state Transport
Agreement has been signed between
Uttar Pradesh and Rajasthan, and it will
provide faster and more frequent road
transport links between cities in the
two states.
Bus services of the UP State Transport
Corporation (UPSRTC) have been
started in 3725 villages in the state.
High-end air-conditioned Scania
and Volvo buses and general airconditioned Jan Rath bus service have
also been introduced.
Work on the first phase of the Lucknow
Metro is expected to be completed
by 2019. The DPR (detailed project
report) of the Kanpur and Varanasi
Metro Service has been submitted to
the Centre. The DPR of Jhansi and
Gorakhpur Metro projects has been
prepared, and work is continuing on DPR
of Meerut, Agra and Allahabad Metro.
At the completion of all measures, cities
within the state will have excellent, fast,
convenient and safe transport for
all people.
TRANSPARENCY IN ADMINISTRATION
To create an overall environment of
accountability and transparency, the
State Government has constituted AntiLand Mafia Task Force. A portal in this
connection has also been set up. In all
1,53,808 land-mafia encroachers have

been identified and cases have been
registered against 16,505 of them.
For the first time, the application
process has been made online for
making mutation (change in owners’
name) speedy and transparent in
revenue cases.
EMPOWERMING WOMEN
To provide better security to girls and
women, an anti-romeo squad has been
set up to check incidents of eve-teasing
and harassment. Further, it is planned
to set up/expand Aapki Sakhi-Asha
Jyoti centres in the remaining 64
districts of the state under the Women
Empowerment Mission. In the first
phase, the task of making available a
rescue van in the 64 remaining districts
has been completed. This van service
is equipped with the GPS system and
will be connected with the 181-Women
Helpline Service.
An informer scheme (Mukhbir Yojna)
has been started to keep a check on
female foeticide.
BENEFITTING PILGRIMS
A series of measures have been taken
for the benefit of pilgrims in Uttar
Pradesh. The State Government has
enhanced the subsidy amount for those
undertaking the Kailash Mansarovar
Yatra (pilgrimage) from the existing
`50,000 per person to

`1 lakh per person. It has been decided
to construct Kailash Mansarovar
Bhawan in Lucknow and Ghaziabad.
A Website of the Dharmarth Karya
Vibhag (Department of Religious
Affairs) has been launched for the
benefit of the general public. It has also
been decided to revive and develop the
Bhajan Sandhya Sthal in Ayodhya and
Parikrama Path in Chitrakoot. A Bhajan
Sandhya Sthal will be constructed in
Chitrakoot also.
PEOPLE-FRIENDLY POLICIES
Several decisions have been taken in
keeping with the aspirations of the
people.
■

■

T
 he Gorakhpur Airport will be named
as ‘Mahayogi Gorakhnath Civil
Terminal.’ The Central Government
has given in-principle approval to
construct an international airport
at Jewar (Noida). The Agra Civil
Terminal will be renamed as ‘Pt. Deen
Dayal Upadhyay Civil Terminal.’
J
 hansi, Allahabad and Aligarh have
been included in the Smart City
list, and the status of Nagar Nigam
(Municipal Corporation) has been
accorded to Vrindavan-Mathura and
Ayodhya-Faizabad. Door-to-door

garbage collection has been started
in 449 additional wards.
■

A
 helpline for dealing with problems
of the specially-abled people has
been set up at 1800-180-1995, and

A helpline for dealing with problems
of the specially-abled people has
been set up at 1800-180-1995, and
their monthly pension has been
enhanced from `300 to `500

the monthly pension of the speciallyabled has been enhanced from the
existing `300 to `500.
■

■

■

■

C
 ollective Yoga exercises were
organized in Lucknow and elsewhere
in the state on June 21, 2017,
observed as International Yoga Day.
U
 nder the Pradhan Mantri Awas
Yojna (Rural) 6.37 lakh families have
been registered and 5.04 lakh houses
have been approved. Job cards and
employment for 90 days will be given
to beneficiaries under the Pradhan
Mantri Awas Yojna (Rural).
A
 bout 80,000 km of roads all over
the state have been made potholefree. Under the Pradhan Mantri Rural
Roads Scheme, 9808 km roads have
been made pothole-free and work on
62 roads lying incomplete has been
completed.
It has been decided to observe ‘Uttar
Pradesh Diwas’ on January 24.

With so many pro-people schemes
and initiatives, the State Government
has rapidly won the trust of the people.
It is committed to bring about a
transformation in the state.

CM Yogi Adityanath distributing Rani Laxmi Bai Award to meritorious students

Directorate of Information &
Public Relations
Government of Uttar Pradesh
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PEOPLE PERSONALITY

AMITABH

BACHCHAN
THE AMBASSADOR OF INDIAN CINEMA

At 75, the undisputed Shahenshah of tinseltown is unstoppable! In one
of his first interviews of 2017, the legendary actor speaks about his new
projects, his desire to be a part of socially-relevant cinema and how age is
playing a decisive role in choosing his films
Words : Aarti Kapur Singh
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I

ndia has a continuing love affair
with Amitabh Bachchan. He is our
hero, an entertainer, a touchstone,
a demigod. He has been the heart
of Indian cinema for over four
decades, and is hailed as an acting legend
in both, the East and the West. Having
starred in almost 200 films so far, his
presence has dominated every era of
Indian cinema since the early 70s.
EARLY OUTINGS
His first role was as one of the seven
protagonists in the film Saat Hindustani
directed by Khwaja Ahmad Abbas and
featuring Utpal Dutt, Anwar Ali (brother
of actor-comedian Mehmood), Madhu
and Jalal Agha. It was Anand in 1971 that
made audiences sit up and take notice of
this lanky hero, who stole the thunder
from his co-star Rajesh Khanna, who was
already a superstar at the time, and the
protagonist of the film. Bachchan was also
one of the first iconic anti-heroes of Hindi
cinema. His first antagonistic role was that
of an infatuated lover-turned-murderer in
1971's Parwana. In the same year, desperate
to keep the ball rolling and firm the
foothold in the industry, Bachchan played
a supporting role in Reshma Aur Shera –
though he was not given any dialogue.
It was not until the early 70s, that the
Bachchan phenomenon manifested as
the 'angry young man' in films such as
Zanjeer and Deewar. It took the audience
by storm. The films from this period –
Zanjeer, Sholay, Deewar – show Bachchan
in a thrilling universe where morality
and money can be created on the fly,
on the streets, without government

intervention. He became this oneman powerhouse of emotion, comedy,
drama, pathos and most importantly,
the vigilante who set things right. It is
not difficult to see why he became a
sensation. The rest, as the oft-repeated
cliché goes, is history.
HUMILITY PERSONIFIED
For someone who has been named
'Superstar of The Millenium' by the
BBC, Amitabh Bachchan is known to be
extremely grounded as a human being and it is this quality that makes him stand
taller, literally and figuratively, compared
to his contemporaries. It is evident in the
way he even greets contestants on his
show, Kaun Banega Crorepati, which is

into its 9th season. "It is the demand of
the greeting - a namaste or a pranam,
requires you to be humble, to offer your
respect to the human in front of you.
Namah and te makes up Namaste - I bow
down in greeting to you," says the erudite
Mr Bachchan. It is a lesson in humility as
the man has towered over his peers in
cinema for nearly 50 years. Whether it
was as the simmering under the surface
lead in films like Deewar, Zanjeer, Don
and Sholay; or a strict teacher from Black
is etched in their memory. Whether it was
his role as 12-year-boy Auro from Paa, the
grumpy Bengali father from Piku or the
tenacious lawyer from Pink — Amitabh
has left lasting impressions with his
varied avatars for the camera.

At my age, you can’t look at some kind of image that you have
to maintain. I am doing what I enjoy and that makes me feel
happy and definitely blessed
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"When you pass a certain age in the film
industry, you’re obviously not going to
get the main role, the leading role. And
therefore, there are character roles.
Many actors do not want to be put into
character roles, many accept that and
do it. I accept that I want to continue
working, and I’m happy doing character
roles," adds the actor who carved another
niche hitherto unknown of in Hindi
cinema - that of a mature leading man.
And much like whatever he did, these
character roles were unconventional too.
Where there were praises, there was
criticism too. But Bachchan, at 75,
feels he is past the age of keeping up
appearances. "At my age, you can’t look
at some kind of image that you have to
maintain. I am doing what I enjoy and
that makes me very happy and definitely
blessed. The process (of choosing a film)
is the same, but the nature of the work
offered and accepted has changed,”
quips the superstar, while adding, "I’m at
a stage where the responsibility of being
the leading man, or a film's success is
really not on my shoulders. So I would
like to do whatever comes my way."
Unmindful of all criticism - of trying
too hard, choosing gimmicky roles or
acting bizarre, selling his name for selling
products - he refuses to slow down. "I
thank God for every blessing. I have seen
the lows and I am insecure about losing
it all one day," confesses the star, in all
honesty.
Criticism has been a part of his life,
and overlooking it has become a habit.
After all, wasn't he initially criticised for

1

AWARD SHELF
Amitabh Bachchan
won his first Filmfare
award - Best Actor in
a Supporting Role - for
his performance in
the1971 film Anand.
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2

He has won 15 Filmfare
Awards and has been
nominated for 41 times. He
has also won 3 National
Awards for his films Piku,
Paa and Black.

3

The Government of India awarded him the Padma Shri
in 1984, the Padma Bhushan in 2001 and the Padma
Vibhushan in 2015. The highest civilian honour of France,
the Knight of the Legion of Honour, was conferred
upon him by the French Government in 2007 for his
"exceptional career in the world of cinema and beyond".

PEOPLE PERSONALITY

INVERTED COMMAS

“Mr. Bachchan impressed
me immensely by not just
his talent and his ability to
act, but what a gentleman he
was. I was honoured to work
with him.”
– Leonardo DiCaprio | Actor

“Meeting Amitabh Bachchan
was quite an experience. He
has such grace and stature
yet animated and curious
like a child.”
– Steven Spielberg | Director

“It was really an honour
working with him. He is so
great, so thoughtful. And his
presence, he's really kind
of regal in a sense but also
really down-to-earth
and so modest.”
– Tobey Maguire | Actor
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I am closer to my grandchildren more than anyone
else. Navya helps me stay on top of the latest
music, Agastya keeps me in touch with technology,
while Aaradhya keeps me grounded

being too tall, criticised for his baritone
(even rejected by Ameen Sayani in a
radio audition). According to the legend,
Shweta and Abhishek, his children, are his
severest critics, who analyse everything
right from his appearance, to his dancing
whenever any film releases. "And now
the grandchildren are growing up too.
But I feel I am closer to my grandchildren
more than anyone else. Navya helps me
stay on top of the latest music, Agastya
keeps me in touch with technology, while
Aaradhya keeps me grounded," reveals
the doting grandfather.
THE NAME THAT HALTS TIME
Amitabh Bachchan is popular with
possibly all demographic, psychographic
and geographic. He commands respect
across the length and breadth of
India, and the world, cutting across
the barriers of age, income, region and
language. In June 2000, he became the
first living Asian to have been modelled
in wax at London's Madame Tussauds
Wax Museum.
Small wonder then, that even as a
superhero, he came out trumps with
children. Yes, even before the Krrishes
or the Ra.Ones, India did have its own
superhero. A comic book series about
superhero Amitabh, based on the star,
was published in the mid-eighties. The
story was later developed into a fullfledged film Toofan. While he played
himself in the comic series, he doubled
up as Supremo - a saviour to those in
trouble. Supremo wore a skin tight
beet red costume and welding glasses
to hide his original identity – the initial
page even carried a personal handwritten request from Mr. B, requesting

all his fans to keep his identity a secret.
While Supremo didn't have any so called
superpowers, he had strength and
conviction to overcome situations and
adversaries – in that sense, he was very
real. So the entire credit goes to the
writer of the series – Gulzar. Supremo
had two helpers – Vijay and Anthony
– named after Bachchan's on-screen
characters. He had a pet Dolphin called
Sonali and a falcon scout Shaheen,
inspired by the bird in Bachchan's film,
Coolie. Despite its popularity, the comic
series lasted for only two years. "I was
lucky that the makers approached me
with this concept. I have come across
several fans who are of course grown up
now, but recollect with glee about the
comics and sometimes bring it to show
me. It helped me make a lot of young
friends," says Bachchan. In fact, it was
this avatar that inspired his film role in
Ajooba.
NO SLOWING DOWN
At 75, the actor revered by today's
generation as the baap of acting, is,
touchwood, inexhaustible. Next in line
will be 'Aankhen 2', followed by 'Padman'
and '102 Not Out' (with Rishi Kapoor).
Audiences are also waiting with bated
breath for Amitabh Bachchan's pairing
with Aamir Khan in 'Thugs of Hindoostan',
that only releases next Diwali. "I should
not be talking about Thugs at the moment
because we haven’t even finished shooting
yet. It would be unfair unless I can have
some semblance of what the film will
look like. All I can say is that I am blessed
that these young, vivacious and intelligent
minds consider me worthy of their films
and instill in me the will to keep on
working," signs off the actor.
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CURRENT AFFAIRS CATALYST

KNOWLEDGE @ WHARTON
PUBLIC SECTOR MERGERS IN INDIA:

DOES SIZE BRING

SYNERGIES?

I

n June 2017, the $23 billion
Vodafone-Idea Cellular merger
got the go ahead from the
Competition Commission of India.
A few days later, the government
announced a deal between two public
sector undertakings (PSUs) – the Oil &
Natural Gas Corporation (ONGC) and
Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Ltd
(HPCL). The `28,000 crore ($4.4 billion)
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merger involves ONGC buying up the 51%
government stake in HPCL.
In his Budget earlier this year, the finance
minister had spoken of plans to merge
the State Bank of India (SBI) with several
of its subsidiaries; have four-five large
PSU banks through a process of mergers;
and a similar proposal to create oil giants.
The SBI merger has happened; the first oil

giant has been announced; and the other
candidates in the size stakes are readying
for action. Indian Oil Corporation (IOC)
is waiting for permission to acquire Oil
India, and the PSU banks — thanks to the
new Reserve Bank of India (RBI) norms
on bad assets — have begun writing on
the same page. In another big league
deal – though not a merger — IOC,
Bharat Petroleum and HPCL have signed

CURRENT AFFAIRS CATALYST

the making (Reliance Jio, which has now
upped the stakes by virtually offering
free feature phones to its subscribers)
— could be joining hands. “The Tata
Group and Bharti Enterprises have held
exploratory talks to evaluate a mega
alliance involving their telecom, overseas
cable and enterprise services, and directto-home TV businesses,” notes business
daily The Economic Times.
Private sector mergers have their own
watchdogs – shareholder interest
groups, activists et al. Public sector
mergers are mostly done just to balance
the government’s books; the ONGCHPCL merger is to meet this year’s
disinvestment target of `72,500 crore.
And using this method avoids the
“selling the family silver” charges from
opposition parties.

an agreement to set up a $30 billion
refinery. The three companies will own
50 per cent, 25 per cent and 25 per cent in
the refinery, India’s biggest.
According to assurance, tax and advisory
firm Grant Thornton, M&As in India
almost doubled in the first half of 2017
to $35.84 billion, over the corresponding
period of 2016. This was aided by the
Vodafone merger. But, says Prashant
Mehra, partner, Grant Thornton India,
this is just the beginning.
BEYOND THE PUBLIC SECTOR
The trend is not just in government
companies, where a merger doesn’t
necessarily involve a change in
management and ownership. It has
spread to the private sector, too. Recently
announced was a possible combine of

IDFC, IDFC Bank and the Shriram Group.
Piramal Enterprises chairman Ajay
Piramal had acquired a 20 per cent stake
in Shriram Capital in 2014. He also owns
similar holdings in Shriram Transport
Finance and Shriram City Union Finance,
effectively making him top honcho of the
group. This proposed merger will create
a financial services giant with a market
capitalization of $10 billion. Other
predators have been prowling around.
Kotak Mahindra Bank and IndusInd Bank,
both in the private sector, have been
going up on the bourses after reports
that they were wooing private sector
financial services players.
Also in the private sector, another lot is
seeking the security of mergers. Telecom
companies – confronted with one giant
(Vodafone-Idea) and another giant in

“Usually efficiencies are achieved – if ever they
are – by eliminating redundant functions and
increasing productivity.”
– Prof Ravi Aron, Johns Hopkins Carey Business School
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“We need to question the logic of
public sector mergers,” says Ravi Aron,
a professor of information systems at
Johns Hopkins Carey Business School.
“Usually efficiencies are achieved – if
ever they are – by eliminating redundant
functions and increasing productivity.
To achieve these gains, it is necessary to
reduce costs through layoffs. But in India
retrenchment is taboo – both politically
and through law. The Industrial Disputes
Act makes it nearly impossible to effect
large layoffs in non-managerial workers.”
Exactly what efficiencies will be gained
by mergers between public sector
companies? “Before we discuss scale
economies and synergies, it is important
to understand what they mean,” Aron
notes. “For scale economies to exist, it
is necessary to reduce the average unit
cost of production of a product or service
with increasing volumes. That reduction
in costs of production (more generally
operating costs) can happen only if labor
costs can be pared down. This is very
difficult, given the Industrial Disputes
Act. Perhaps they may slow down future
hiring and drive some gains through
voluntary retirement schemes. These
gains are not likely to be very high.”
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“There has yet
to be much
systematic
thinking about
what makes public
sector mergers
work and how best
to carry them out.”
– Prof Peter Frumkin,
University of Pennysylvania

In a study titled “Making Public Sector
Mergers Work: Lessons Learned,”
Peter Frumkin, professor of social
policy & practice at the University of
Pennsylvania, writes: “There has yet
to be much systematic thinking about
what makes public sector mergers work
and how best to carry them out. Beyond
the assumption – which remains largely
unproven — that government mergers
produce greater levels of coordination
and lead to cost savings through the
reduction of roles and redundancies,
the field is still in its infancy.” That is
true even today, more than a decade
after the study was first published.
But Mehra sees a silver lining. “Since
it is all government owned, it helps
in leveraging the infrastructure for
better returns as it stops the common
stakeholder (which is the government)
effectively cannibalizing its own
business.”
LOOKING AT THE PAST
Jitendra V Singh, emeritus professor
of management at Wharton, says that
one must look at the past to draw
lessons for the future. He talks about
the proposed sale of national carrier Air
India. “I believe it would be a mistake
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to only look at the recent history of Air
India and ask what should be done next,”
he explains. “It is particularly instructive
to look at a 50-year-plus span and
learn lessons from the blunders made
along the way. These lessons, if learned
well, could be of much value to India in
the future, if only so that they are not
repeated in other settings.” Singh is
referring in particular to the Air IndiaIndian Airlines merger, a marriage which
created a money-guzzling monstrosity.
But Jitender Bhargava, former Air India
executive director and the author of The
Descent of Air India, feels that it would be

the wrong example to draw any lessons
from. “The Air India merger shouldn’t
be used as a benchmark because it was
scripted to fail, hastily pursued with
malicious intent,” he says. “It was meant
to squeeze whatever value was left in Air
India to help private airlines.”
“The merger of the two poorlyperforming, medium-sized airlines –
Indian Airlines and Air India – did not
create a large, well-run company,” says
Aron. “It created a large drain on public
finances and accumulated operating
losses running into billions of dollars
over several years.”

AVIATION QUIZ
4. Which is the world's biggest airport?
Answers in the next issue of Vistara magazine.

Share your answers at inflightmag@airvistara.com. Five lucky winners will win prizes.
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The other example which case studies
are focusing on is SBI. The bank has had
repeat experiences; the government had
earlier merged it with the State Banks
of Jaipur, Bikaner and Saurashtra. Even
earlier (in 1969), it was the beleaguered
State Bank of Bihar. The more recent
mergers are still works in progress. “The
merger is seen as a win-win for both SBI
and its associate banks,” notes a paper
by GV Subba Raju of Vasavi College
Hyderabad. “There are several economic
and strategic advantages to the merged
entity. However, it is not free from
challenges. In mergers, it is not the two
economic entities joining together, but
also people with career aspirations and
expectations. People’s concerns and
their willingness to work with others are
mostly ignored during a typical merger.”
HR ISSUES SIDELINED?
”Selecting agencies for a merger,
managers (or, in many cases, legislative
bodies) need to consider not just the
possible short-term cost savings but
also the ‘fit’ of the agencies in terms
of culture and competencies,” Frumkin
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“The bigger the
bank grows, the
less accessible it
becomes to the
people.”
–CH Venkatachalam

notes in his report. “Choosing the right
agencies requires careful research and
strategic analysis. Public sector agencies
provide services and in doing so develop
stakeholder groups that demand
performance and accountability. Unlike
mergers in the private sector, the
decision to merge cannot be made by
shareholders.”
Expectedly, the SBI merger move has
been criticized by the unions fearing
automation, redundancy and job
losses. According to the All India Bank
Employees Association, India needs
banks which can touch the common

people. Says general secretary CH
Venkatachalam: “The bigger the bank
grows, the less accessible it becomes to
the people. Big banks will give big-ticket
loans with higher risks. We have seen
the Lehman crisis. Lehman Brothers was
a-too-big-to-fail bank in the US And it
collapsed.”
Mehra agrees on the human side of
the picture. “The disadvantages [of
a merger] are almost negligible if it’s
within PSUs but if it’s between a PSU
and a private bank, then cultural issues
could bring about post-deal integration
problems. Thus, the objective of the
merger is defeated.”
Speaking of the Indian context, Aron
says that a public sector merger is
the wrong solution to the problem
of chronic underperformance by
government-owned enterprises. “The
problem is that the government should
exit many of the businesses that it is in.”
The SBI merger “is a case in point,”
says Aron. “Consider the vast majority
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“The government as the largest shareholder in
the boardroom is the 800 pound gorilla that
we are afraid to talk about. We need to get that
gorilla out of the room.”
– Prof Ravi Aron, Johns Hopkins Carey Business School

of large government-owned banks in
India. In retail banking there is minimal
differentiation between them. The
banks all offer very similar retail
banking products. Why is there so little
product differentiation? Four reasons: (1)
Incentives – these banks do not have any
incentives to compete with each other
and target different market segments
with different services and prices. They
are completely protected and they have
access to the public exchequer – the
taxpayer’s money. (2) Also incentives. The
salaries of the top management are set by
the government and not by the market;
from there on down to the lowest whitecollar worker, almost all salaries are
set by bureaucratic procedures. There
is no incentive for middle managers
to innovate, take risks and try to pull

away from the pack. (3) Unions of nonmanagerial staff oppose cost reduction
and headcount-pruning measures – in
the late 1980s and early 1990s, when
computerization of banking operations
began, unions opposed the efforts quite
ferociously and delayed every phase of
technology implementation by a decade
or so. (4) They are controlled by the
government – the government uses these
banks as a source of cheap capital and
for making loans of dubious economic
merit but of great vote-buying value;
the successive governments in power
have converted the paid-up capital of the
banks into political capital.”
Aron adds that it is important to
distinguish
between
government
ownership and government control. “It

is entirely possible to exert control on
banks and stop them from assuming
too much risk by imposing regulatory
control,” he says. “There is no reason
for the government to own these
banks. Consider the foreign banks
in India: Citibank, Barclays, HSBC,
Bank of America… They are subject to
regulatory control by the RBI and other
policy making bodies.”
He continues: “Then there is the idea
that a group of banks if merged will be
able to make larger loans (with a larger
asset base). This is an odd rationale: the
banks are owned by the government,
the government is the guarantor of
the bank’s finances. So how does
the merger change the ultimate risk
exposure profile when all risk is borne
by the government? Further, in many
countries larger loans are raised by
groups of financial institutions that can
lend money to an entity and apportion
the risk appropriately. Consortia of
banks have made large loans in plenty of
cases. There is no need to have a single
behemoth bank to bankroll large capital
intensive projects.”
Concludes Aron: “We need to remember
a basic tenant of IO (Industrial
Organization): Competition between
firms benefits consumers and the
economy; private sector monopolies
benefit owners of capital; and government
monopolies benefit their employees.”
According to Aron, the question is not
which firms should be merged. Rather it
is about which sectors the government
should exit. “The government as the
largest shareholder in the boardroom is
the 800 pound gorilla that we are afraid
to talk about. We need to get that gorilla
out of the room.”

"Republished with permission from Knowledge@
Wharton (http://knowledge.wharton.upenn.
edu), the online research and business analysis
journal of the Wharton School of the University of
Pennsylvania.”
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LEISURE ADVENTURE

POWER

Cycling was once just a way to commute, but today it
has become a fitness or leisure activity. For some, it is an
adventure while others pursue their inner calling — the last
being subjective, yet a very real quest
Words : Kamakshi Ayyar

T

here’s something about the
Himalayas that pulls you to
it—the majestic peaks silently
watching the world change
around them, the bonechilling rivers that feed millions of souls,
the enigmatic secrets the mountains hide
in their valleys and glaciers. Basking in the
grandeur of these mountains is a truly
humbling experience. Fortunately, there
are many ways to explore the Himalayas

and one of the most fulfilling, if gruelling,
ways is on a bicycle. There are many bike
routes that cross through the mountains;
many are high-altitude paths that require
riders to be extremely fit. We’ve picked a
few routes that showcase the wonders
of the Himalayas but speak to local
tour operators about your preferences
and interests and they are sure to
come up with something to meet your
requirements.

LEISURE ADVENTURE
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MANALI TO LEH (HIMACHAL PRADESH-JAMMU & KASHMIR)

A scenic
image of the
Zojila Pass
on the way
to Leh

HOW TO
GET THERE
Vistara flies to
Leh from
New Delhi.

This is undoubtedly one of the most
popular cycling routes in the Himalayas,
and rightfully so. Starting in the
hill station of Manali and ending in
the bustling town of Leh, this route
challenges cyclists to push themselves
to their limits over approximately two
weeks. As you pedal past idyllic farms,
roaring rivers including the Indus and the
Chandra, and isolated homes, you will
navigate a series of hairpin bends and
high-altitude passes including Taglang La
and the Rohtang Pass that will take your
breath away, literally and figuratively.
The landscape changes dramatically

from lush fields to barren deserts, with
the towering mountains as constant
companions on the way to Leh. Make a
detour to Tso Kar, one of Ladakh’s lesser
known lakes, to see an otherworldly
landscape that wouldn’t be out of
place on Mars. For an added adrenaline
shot, cycle up from Leh to Khardung La,
along what many claim is the highest
motorable road in the world at over
5,300m. The narrow road climbs steadily
with many sections often covered in
small rocks. It is incredibly difficult but
the view of Leh Valley from the top of
Khardung La makes it worthwhile.

For an added adrenaline shot, cycle up from Leh to
Khardung La, along what many claim is the highest
motorable road in the world at over 5,300m
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MOUNTAIN
BIKING TIPS
When you are riding on
technical terrain and
descending, stand on your
pedals with a slight bend in
your knees, waist, and elbows.
It is an athletic stance that
helps absorb bumps in the trail.

Shift your weight forward
while climbing to keep the
front wheel tracking. Shift your
weight back while descending
to keep your bike balanced
and to keep from being pitched
over the handlebars. In tight
switchbacks (zig zag roads),
shift your weight to the outside
to counteract the pull to the
inside.

Use your brakes like dimmers
not light switches—feather
them, don’t slam them. This
will help you control your speed
while riding down the trail and
stop efficiently and effectively
when you want to.

LEISURE ADVENTURE

02

A scenic view of
the Gurudongmar
Lake
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GANGTOK TO GURUDONGMAR LAKE (SIKKIM)

Gurudongmar Lake is considered one
of the most sacred lakes in Sikkim.
Situated at 17,800ft, this lake is
believed to have been visited by Guru
Padmasambhava who blessed the
lake such that a portion of it does not
freeze in the winters, ensuring that
locals have access to drinking water.
It takes about a week to cover the 190
kms from Gangtok to Gurudongmar
Lake, winding through north Sikkim
and climbing steadily toward the
Tibetan Plateau. Along the way, halt
at small villages like Chungthang
and marvel at the wild beauty of
the Chopta Valley. Spot silent yaks
munching away along the route and
colourful prayer flags fluttering in the

breeze as you zip past small shrines.
The road transforms as you travel
further, from solid paths to dirt tracks,
with the air thinning gradually. The
biting cold winds seem to melt away
once you reach the lake, surrounded by
snow-capped peaks. Pay your respect
and collect some of the holy water in
a little bottle to take back home. Keep
in mind that since Gurudongmar Lake
is very close to the Chinese border,
and falls within an international
border area, foreign nationals are not
allowed in this region. Indian tourists
need permit to visit this area, issued by
local authorities. There are also a few
army checkpoints on the route where
documents will be verified.

LEISURE ADVENTURE

MOUNTAIN BIKE
SPECIFICATIONS

WHEEL SIZE

Image is for representation purpose only

Make sure that you get a
bike with a wheel size of
27.5" wide or 650b wheels.
They are good for mountain
terrains.

03

FULL SUSPENSION
Always go for bikes with
full suspension as they
allow you to cover technical
terrain with more speed and
confidence.

JORBANGLA TO CHATAKPUR (WEST BENGAL)

In early 2017, the Darjeeling area of
West Bengal got India’s first cycle-trail
that was created specifically to allow
visitors to enjoy the natural beauty
of the region and the surrounding
mountains on their cycles. Starting
from Jorbangla through the Senchal
Wildlife Sanctuary to Chatakpur, the
20km trail is nestled amidst thick pine
forests and offers spellbinding vistas of
the Himalayas, notably Kangchenjunga,
the third highest mountain in the world
at 8,586m.
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The path is not too difficult, with gentle
inclines at certain spots. Senchal’s
forests are home to wild boar, rabbits
and deer; leopards and bears have
occasionally been spotted near the
sanctuary’s boundaries. At Chatakpur,
enjoy a steaming hot cup of chai after a
challenging ride and catch your breath
before heading back down to the hill
station. The cycle track gives a great
opportunity to escape from Darjeeling’s
crowd and get uninterrupted views of
the mountains.

Starting from Jorbangla
through the Senchal wildlife
sanctuary to Chatakpur, the
20km trail is nestled amidst
thick pine forests and offers
spellbinding vistas of the
Himalayas

LEISURE ADVENTURE

BIKING GEAR
Rucksack
Preferably one with
broader straps to keep the
weight well distributed.
Water Bottles
This is a must have
item as water is not
easily available in the
mountains for miles.

Windbreaker
Raincoat
A compact raincoat
or windcheater is
useful because it
dries quickly and
block the chilly
winds.
Tube/Mini Pump
Always carry a
spare tube and a
mini pump as you
may not find cycle
repair shops in the
mountains to fix a
puncture.
Shoes
Choose one
with good
traction and
a waterproof
body.

First-aid Kit
Accidents happen,
so it is good to bring
some tools and
patches for your body
too and not just for
your bike.
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Umshiang
DoubleDecker Root
Bridge in the
village of
Nongriat

04

CYCLING TOUR OF MEGHALAYA

Meghalaya is a good destination for
those looking to get initiated into
mountain biking. The state offers
undulating terrain that challenges riders
in parts while allowing for leisurely
pedalling too. Depending on your
ability and preferences, you can work
with local operators to create a bicycle
tour through the state. Popular stops
include the living root bridges scattered
throughout the Khasi Hills region, the
most famous being the Umshiang

double-decker bridge near Nongriat, a
small village that can be reached only on
foot, about 10km south of Cherrapunji.
Another worthy stop is Mawlynnong,
touted as the cleanest village in Asia.
The routes usually weave through
wooded hills, clear streams and gushing
waterfalls, with tiny hamlets appearing
around corners as welcome fuelling
spots. You can choose to stop along the
way and explore rocky caves and sacred
groves that local tribes protect.

AVIATION QUIZ
5. When did Concorde take its first ever test flight?
Answers in the next issue of Vistara magazine.

Share your answers at inflightmag@airvistara.com. Five lucky winners will win prizes.

LEISURE STREET ART

PAINTED

PRIDE

As the Indian team prepares to take on the world in the upcoming FIFA
U-17 World Cup this year, we take you on a unique journey of fandom
and nostalgia that explores football street art around the globe

CUP OF NATIONS
As the dates of the FIFA World Cup in 2014 finals drew near, amidst all the buzz and excitement
in Brazil, the local street artists had taken to city walls with spray cans and paintbrushes. The
walls of Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo were full of graffiti and murals. A lot of them focussed on
supporting the home team while a few of them simply expressed the mood and excitement for the
World Cup happening in Brazil. The artwork above was an iconic one from Sao Paulo depicting a
rainbow cluster of hands holding up the Earth with the Brazilian flag. Their national football team
was playing in a World Cup for the first time on home-soil after 64 years, since the 1950 World
Cup. Unfortunately, it was Germany that won the Cup in 2014 while Brazil lost to them in the semifinals and then eventually lost to Netherlands in the match for third-place. However, this artwork
continues to remain to this day and is a fan favourite to click selfies with.
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THE LEGEND
Probably the most legendary
footballer of all time from
Northern Ireland, George Best
is revered and loved by one and
all in the country. The former
Manchester United winger is
touted as one of the greatest
dribblers of all time. His playing
style combined with pace, skill,
balance, feints, two-footedness,
and the ability to beat defenders
in blink. This iconic mural of
Best was done by local artists
to honour him after he died in
2005. The mural is seen on a
wall in Windsor Park adjacent to
the National Football Stadium of
Belfast.

SCORE ONE FOR US
A young Palestinian boy kicks a ball in front of a graffiti wall depicting
football players (Left to Right) Portugal's Cristiano Ronaldo, Argentina's
Lionel Messi, Netherlands' Arjen Robben and Italy's Andrea Pirlo at the
Khan Yunis refugee camp in the southern Gaza Strip. As Palestine had
failed to qualify for the World Cup finals tournament in 2014, local fans and
artists extended their support to the stars of that tournament.
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UP CLOSE AND
PERSONAL
Known as 'Superman'
in the footballing world,
among players and fans
alike, Zinedine Zidane is a
legend in French football.
He was instrumental in
France winning the 1998
World Cup. The graffiti
above is a fan homage to
the star and was made by
local graffiti artists while
the UEFA EURO Cup 2016
was going on in France.
The work of art was on a
canvas wall near Hotel de
Ville in Paris and offers
football fans a perfect
chance to grab that selfie
next to their hero.
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HEART-LOCKER
The Paris Saint-Germain star
midfielder and Argentine footballer,
Angel Di Maria has been an inspiration
for aspiring and budding footballers
from the Latin-American country.
Renowned for showing the heart
symbol after scoring a goal, it was
only befitting that the painting made of
him expressed the same sentiment.
The image shows a kid running past a
mural depicting Argentine footballer
Angel Di Maria painted in a corner
near the Gigante de Arroyito stadium
of Rosario Central football club in
Rosario, Santa Fe province, some 350
km northwest of Buenos Aires. This is
only one of many murals/paintings of
the Argentine midfielder that can be
seen near football stadiums on old and
new walls.

LEISURE STREET ART

SPECIAL MENTION

STARSTRUCK
Popular Spanish graffiti artist
Adria Bosch, who goes by
the pseudonym AXE Colours,
recently dedicated a mural to the
Barca number 10, Lionel Messi.
The new work by AXE Colours
is not the artist’s first project
depicting the Barca star. In 2011
and 2016, Bosch dedicated two
works of art to Messi in honour of
his third and fifth
Ballon d’Or awards.

FOOTBALL ROYALTY
THE BARCA WAY
In 2012, AXE Colours also did
the artwork for FC Barcelona's
football stadium Camp Nou. The
mural covers the plurality of
members and supporters of the
football club as well as making
a design that interacts with their
support messages and team
songs.
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Former West Ham United footballer and an iconic English captain, Sir Bobby Moore was known
to be 'the wall' for being an exceptional defender of his time. This mural was painted to honour
the 23rd death anniversary of the 1966 World Cup winning captain at the old Boleyn Ground. It is
often referred to as Upton Park and is located in east London in February 2016. He won a total
of 108 caps for the England team, which at the time of his international retirement in 1973 was
a national record. He also captained West Ham United for more than ten years and is widely
regarded as one of the greatest defenders of all time. Brazilian football legend, Pele once said
that Moore was the greatest defender that he had ever played against. In 1996, comedians Frank
Skinner and David Baddiel used the line, "But I still see that tackle by Moore" in the lyrics to
their song Three Lions, which was the official song of England team during the 1996 European
Championships.

LEISURE STREET ART

HALL OF FAME
A mural close to the legendary
Maracana stadium in Rio de Janeiro
depicts some of Brazil's most
illustrious football legends, such
as Taffarell, the '94 World Cup
goalkeeper as well as other stars
from past campaigns. This mural of
Garrincha is one among many such
stars to have been immortalised on
walls near the stadium. Garrincha
had taken the Brazil team to two
consecutive World Cup wins with
Pele in 1958 and in 1962. During
the 1962 tournament, with Pele out
injured, he led the team to victory,
received the World Cup Golden Ball
for player of the tournament, the
Golden Boot as leading goal scorer,
and was named in the World Cup AllStar Team. In 1994, he was named in
the FIFA World Cup All-Time Team.
Brazil never lost a match while
fielding both Garrincha and Pele.

THE GREATEST
Football fan or not, you will rarely meet
a person who hasn't heard of Cristiano
Ronaldo, the Portuguese star and arguably
the greatest footballer in the world. The
Real Madrid striker has won the FIFA Ballon
d'Or award four times already, most for a
European player. He has won 24 trophies in
his career, including five league titles, four
UEFA Champions League titles and one
UEFA European Championship. A prolific
goal scorer, Ronaldo holds the records
for most official goals scored in the top
five European leagues (372), the UEFA
Champions League (107) and the UEFA
European Championship (29), as well as the
most goals scored in a UEFA Champions
League season (17). He has scored more
than 600 senior career goals for club and
country. This mural of Ronaldo was made
around the same time by the same artist
who made the mural for Zidane, on the
adjacent canvas near Hotel de Ville in Paris
as both Zidane and Ronaldo have played for
Spanish football club Real Madrid FC.
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IN FOCUS

AJAY KUMAR GARG ENGINEERING COLLEGE

SCALING THE ZENITH OF EXCELLENCE
Driven by its commitment to provide quality technical education, Ajay Kumar
Garg Engineering College has become one of the best Engineering Institutions in
Uttar Pradesh

placed in reputed companies like Infosys,
MAQ Software,Tech Mahindra, TCS, HCL,
HP IBM India, Ericcson, Torrent etc.
The college has established a number of
Centres of Excellence in collaboration with
eminent multinational industries. These
include Industrial Robotic Training Centre in
collaboration with Kuka Robotics, Centre of
Competence in Automation Technologies
with Bosch Rexroth, LabVIEW Academy with
National Instruments, Product Life Cycle
Management (PLM) Centre with SIEMENS,
Industrial Pneumatic Knowledge Centre
with Janatics India and a Competency
Development Centre in Integrated
Automation with Automation Industries
Association and industry partners like
Pepperl & Fuchs, B&R, Festo and Siemens.
The primary objective of these centres is to
provide industrially relevant training in these
inter-disciplinary state-of-art technologies
to bridge the gap between academic
curriculum and industry needs.

A

jay Kumar Garg Engineering
College (AKGEC), Ghaziabad,
Uttar Pradesh, is approved
by AICTE and affiliated to Dr
APJ Abdul Kalam Technical
University, Lucknow. The college,
established in 1998, offers B.Tech Courses
in seven disciplines of engineering and PG
courses in Computer Application (MCA)
and M.Tech in six engineering disciplines.
The college is certified for ISO 9001- 2008
by BSI, UK and accredited by NAAC.
AKGEC has excellent infrastructure with
state-of-the-art laboratories, computing
facilities, automated library with e-journals,
modern well-furnished hostels for 1500
students and faculty residences on its WiFi enabled 40 acres campus.
The college also has highly qualified faculty
lead by its Director, Dr R.K. Agarwal, who is
an alumnus of IIT Kanpur, CIT, UK and IISc
Bangalore with vast teaching, research and
administrative experience. The college has
been consistently maintaining excellent
results and has 12 students in the 2015-16

“The college has
established a number of
Centres of Excellence
in collaboration with
eminent multinational
industries, curriculum
and industry needs.”
Dr R.K. Agarwal
Director, AKGEC

top ten AKTU merit lists with 3 Gold, 1
Silver and 1 Bronze medals. During the
year 2016-17 over 600 students have been

To expand the outreach of this facility and
to align its objective with ‘Make in India’
and ‘Startup India’ initiative launched by
Government of India through ‘Skill India
Mission’, AKGEC Skills Foundation has been
established as a funded training partner
of National Skill Development Corporation
(NSDC), under PPP of Ministry of Skill
Development & Entrepreneurship. Under
this program Advance Welding Technology
and Advance Manufacturing Centre have
been established.
The college has the unique distinction
of receiving the Academic Excellence
Award for Best Engineering College in
UPTU for the two successive years from
His Excellency the Governor of UP. The
college is also the recipient of Best Industry
Interface from the Hon’ble Minister of
Science & Technology, U.P. Government.
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THE SECRET ROOFTOP

GARDENS OF PARIS
In Paris, where anything feels possible, even the tiniest garden on a
rooftop can be wild and mysterious. Perched high atop a building, and
tucked away on a quiet street, the rooftop garden at Mandarin Oriental
Paris offers an unparalleled experience for its guests
Words : Riaan Jacob George
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W

hat’s the hottest
lifestyle trend in
Paris right now, you
ask? The stylish
Parisians will tell
you that the rooftops of the French
capital’s iconic Haussmannian buildings
conceal more secrets than you can
imagine. Secret rooftop gardens are all
the rage right now and the Parisians are
taking to this trend like never before.
These little patches of greenery on the
roof provide some much-needed peace
in an otherwise bustling French capital.
The rooftop garden at the plush
Mandarin Oriental Paris is one of the
city’s best kept secrets. For starters,
the 360-degree panoramic view of Paris
is worth a million bucks. Standing on a
rooftop garden, overlooking the Eiffel
Tower in the distance, and the iconic
dome of the Opera Garnier behind you, is
quite exhilarating.
LUXURY AND SUSTAINABILITY
In 2016, the hotel unveiled its new
rooftop vegetable garden. Perched atop
the city’s most fashionable district, the
garden contributes to the existing yearround supply of fresh, organic produce
for guests to enjoy.
Chef Thierry Marx going through a selection of herbs grown on the rooftop

The rooftop herb and vegetable garden
is an initiative by the hotel to promote
luxury and sustainability.
One person who has been particularly
delighted with the idea of this garden
is the hotel’s two-starred chef Thierry
Marx, whose restaurant Sur Mesure Par
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The rooftop herb and vegetable garden is an
initiative to promote luxury and sustainability

LEISURE TRAVEL

FAMOUS ROOFTOP
GARDEN IN PARIS

Hermes Sellier
Located at 24 rue Faubourg
Saint-Honore, an oasis of greenery
flourishes against the urban
backdrop of the Eiffel Tower and
charcoal blueish roofs. The noise of
traffic below is replaced by a family
of songbirds that take up residence
in the garden’s apple tree during the
summer months.
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The garden’s
produce is
also used as
seasoning and
herbal tea
infusions

Thierry Marx has a diners list that consists
of the who’s who of the Parisian society.
Be that as it may, Marx, a celebrity in
French culinary circles, is often seen
pottering around the vegetable and herb
garden, picking tomatoes, courgettes,
celery, onions among others.

population, the hotel has installed two
rooftop beehives. The bees seek nectar
from the flowers in the garden, thereby
producing aromatic honey, which is then
served to guests and used in cocktails.
The hotel’s annual harvest yielded about
30 kg of honey.

But Marx is not the only one making
full use of the herb garden. Given the
profusion of fresh herbs – rosemary,
thyme, sage and fennel – the head
barman, Alexis Martinez from the chic
Bar 8 spends his free time infusing his
hand-crafted cocktails with fresh herbs.

Who knew that behind the chic white
facade of this palace hotel, situated on Rue
Saint-Honore, at the heart of the Parisian
fashion district, there would be such an
interesting story to discover. Luxury and
sustainability is a huge trend right now
and if an establishment can successfully
marry the two, providing their guests
with fresh, organic, homegrown produce,
along with an interesting story, there will
always be takers.

The hotel aims to help protect
biodiversity by hosting up to 100,000
bees. To help restore the decreasing bee

94.3 RADIO ONE. CELEBRATING 10 YEARS
OF BEING THE MOST LIKED RADIO STATION BRAND !

We, at 94.3 Radio One, run the most
differentiated & upscale FM radio stations in
Mumbai, Delhi, Bangalore, Pune, Kolkata,
Chennai & Ahmedabad. In the highest
advertiser revenue markets of Delhi, Mumbai
& Bangalore we are the MOST LIKED RADIO
STATIONS ON FACEBOOK.
This means we have the largest and most
engaged listener fan base in these markets as
compared to any other radio station in these
cities! We thank our listeners, advertisers and
well wishers for supporting us through this 10
year journey. As we celebrate this 10th year
with you all, please look out for more
excitement in the coming months on our radio
stations and in the digital space. Thank you
for upgrading to 94.3 Radio One and giving
us the '10 on 10’ feeling!
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WE ARE ALSO THE MOST LIKED STATION ON FACEBOOK IN PUNE, MOST LIKED BOLLYWOOD
STATION IN CHENNAI AND THE MOST LIKED HINDI RETRO STATION IN KOLKATA. (data as on 21 Sep 2017)

LEISURE NATURE

A FLOWERY AFFAIR AT

KAAS

At Kaas, Maharashtra’s Valley of Flowers, mother nature’s splendid
canvas is decorated with unending colours. A UNESCO World
Heritage site, the plateau in Panchgani is a magical place with
picturesque landscapes, lakes, flowers and butterflies all around
Words : Rhucha Kulkarni

Image credit: Rhucha Kulkarni
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The plateau looks picturesque during monsoon

S

ome 25km from Satara city
in Maharashtra, there is a
magnificent
manifestation
of all things colourful. Kaas
Plateau or 'Kaas Pathar' as it is
locally named, is nestled in the northern
part of the Western Ghats, particularly
the Koyana Wildlife Sanctuary. During
monsoon this table-land literally takes
on a vibrant demeanor owing to the
multitude of wild flowers that dot its
vast vistas. Nature is dynamic in every
way and you can witness this at Kaas,
where you witness a new bloom every
15-20 days. This is because the life cycles
of the wild flora thrive and ebb, creating
a carpet of different hues from June
to October. So different people report
seeing different colours at different
times - pristine whites, poppy pinks,
iridescent blues, whacky violets - all
interspersed with the lively greens of the
post-monsoon Sahyadris.

THE NOMENCLATURE
Kaas was declared a World Heritage
Site by the United Nations Educational
Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO) in 2012. But its wonder dates
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Kaas was declared
a World Heritage
Site by the United
Nations Educational
Scientific and
Cultural Organization
(UNESCO) in 2012
back much more than its recent claim
to fame. In fact, the Kaas Lake is said
to be around 100 years old, and was
originally built to serve as a perennial
source of water supply for Satara city.
Theories float around, saying that Kaas
got its name from this beautiful lake,
which may be true considering that
‘Kaasa’ means lake in the local dialect.
A few other experts believe that Kaas
was named after the Kaasa tree, i.e.,
Elaeocarpus glandulosus which thrives
in the surrounding forests.

THE KAAS CONUNDRUM
But what exactly is it that has given rise to
this beautiful unique ecosystem? It is the
one-of-its kind geographical conditions
that limit the flowering plants to this
particular locality. The plateau is largely
formed of basalt, covered by a thin layer
of soil about one inch thick. Rainwater
accumulates in shallow puddles, creating
a typical marshy flora. Nature’s forces,
such as erosion, have done their best
to create an ideal environment for the
delicate life forms. Most of the floral
species sprout from scratch, bloom and
wither away, all within a short span of
15-20 days. The untouched nature of the
area, i.e., a reserved forest, is a major
factor why the exclusive environment has
sustained over the years. While most of
the flora categorises as 'herbaceous', the
fringes of the plateau are lined with small
shrubs and trees that act as a protective
fencing for their delicate counterparts.
A WEEKEND WALK IN NATURE
Kaas is home to a wide variety of flora,
many with medicinal value. More than
850 species of flowering plants bloom
during the monsoon and post-monsoon,

LEISURE NATURE

SIGHTSEEING OPTIONS

Image credit: Ajesh Kottur

SAJJANGARH FORT

The holy abode and now Samadhi
of Shri Samarth Ramadas Swami,
it houses a temple in the saint’s
name. An entire community is set up
at the hill-top, which you can reach
by climbing 300 steps. Great for a
spiritual sojourn with the self.

A panoramic
view of the
valley

CHALKEWADI
WINDMILL FARMS

A mere 6 km detour from the SataraThosegarh road takes you to this
powerhouse of power generation
with over 15000 windmills. Get set
for some action-packed adventure
as you navigate the bumpy roads and
towering windmills and seek amazing
landscape views from the top.

The intricate patterns and colour splash
make Kaas a photographer’s delight.
Try your hand at macro-photography
Vistara flies to
- click close-up of a bee sucking
Mumbai from
New Delhi,
nectar, or of a frog lazing around
Bengaluru,
in a pool of water. If landscapes
Hyderabad and

HOW TO
GET THERE

KAAS LAKE

The ancient lake takes on a mysterious
garb, as it gets engulfed in a veil of thick
mist. A walk along its banks is literally
like a walk in the clouds!
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inviting all kinds of fauna like insects
and reptiles. Out of these 850 species,
624 species have entered the IUCN Red
Data Book, indicating that they are a
conservation concern. An outstanding
39 species of these 624 species are found
only in Kaas, making them endemic to the
plateau. Some of the flowering species
are Topli Karvi (Pleocaulus Ritchiei, pink
in colour), Marsh Dewflower (Murdannia
Lanuginose, brown), Anjani (Memecylon
Umbellatum, blue), Kawla (Smithia
Hirsute, yellow), Nili Papni (Utricularia
Purpurascens, purple), Opposite-leaved
Balsam (Impatiens Oppositifoli, pink)
and Gend (Eriocaulon, white). Kaas is
also a popular herping destination with a
plethora of creepies and crawlies.

Kolkata.

is your thing, capture the unending
panoramas with a fresh perspective. Street
photography opportunities too are abound
in the neighbouring villages or the local
corn stalls. You can also choose to soak
in the cool mist, have a piping mug of tea
and surrender to the charm of nature. The
essence of Kaas lies in doing absolutely
nothing, yet feeling alive and enriched!
RESPONSIBLE TOURISM
Today Kaas stands not just as a pretty
picnic place, but as a conservation case
study in the making. It is the proud icon
of the natural history of Maharashtra,
and conservation efforts are ongoing
to protect this natural haven. While the
forest department does their due, it is
every citizen’s and visitor’s responsibility
to contribute in these conservation efforts.
Small actions like not trampling on the
plants, paying government permit fees (this
amount goes to conservation of Kaas), not
littering and maintaining sanctity through
silence can go a long way in preserving this
epitome of natural beauty. Enjoy, appreciate
and respect Mother Nature, and she will
shower the colours of love on you!

Skin Co. New York
Brings globally formulated skin product technology adopted for
India skin to exclusive salons near you!!

TM

Skin Co. New York products are marketed (under the license) in India by
The Professional Hair Salon & Spa (India) Pvt. Ltd.
#TheAddress, Plot No. 62, Okhla Phase III,
New Delhi - 110020, Phone: +91-11-43011100

230, Park Avenue, Manhattan, New York - 10169, www.skinconewyork.com, info@skinconewyork.com
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Vegan
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LEISURE THEATRE

RELIVING THE MUGHAL

GRANDEUR

Mughal-E-Azam has, for more than half a century, been synonymous
with cinematic grandeur, thanks to filmmaker K Asif's 1960 magnum
opus, which starred stalwarts such as Prithviraj Kapoor, Dilip Kumar,
Madhubala, Murad, and Durga Khote
Words : Aarti Kapur Singh
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I

t isn’t every day that one comes
across stage adaptations of
cinematic masterpieces. This is
why Feroz Abbas Khan's 'MughalE-Azam' is special. Running
for two hours and 15 minutes, the play
made its debut at Mumbai's National
Centre for the Performing Arts (NCPA)
in October 2016. Almost a year later, the
play is wowing audiences in the capital.
For a generation that has, by and large,
only ever heard of the film, the theatrical

adaptation of Mughal-E-Azam is a great
way to introduce them to Salim-Anarkali's
star-crossed love. The tribute has all the
masala requisite for a stage spectacle
- thunderous dialogues and melodious
songs may have been borrowed from the
film, but the visualisation and stunning
dance sequences are definitely its USP.
More than anything else, the theatrical
adaptation has a contemporary feel
to it. Some might criticise the musical,
calling it an extravagant production, that
is embellished with opulent costumes
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Renowned designer Manish Malhotra designed over 550 costumes
for the musical, and for two hours, spectators seemed to be
transported to the court of Akbar
and sets. But all praises for director
Feroz Abbas Khan (of 'Tumhari Amrita'
fame) who not only envisioned that the
film Mughal-E-Azam could be enacted
as a musical on stage but also kept the
nuances of the narrative intact.
The aura created around the timeless
story began with the entrance to the
venue itself. The entry gate gives the
feel of a Mughal Palace. A small corner
displaying memorabilia from the film production stills, a few costumes, the
script of the film - only adds to the aura
of the film, borrowed by the musical.
MAGNUM OPUS
The first appeal of the musical version of
the film is the fact that it is a retelling of
one of Bollywood's most popular movies.
Also, after 'Zangoora' and 'Beauty And
The Beast', it's one of the few grandscale musicals coming from India. The
scale of the musical definitely makes it a
magnum opus for theatre in India. More
than 200 lights lit the stage bright while
the backstage team, consisting of about
350 crew members, provided adequate
support to the actors as they mesmerised
the audience with their performance.
Renowned designer Manish Malhotra
designed over 550 costumes for the
musical, and for two hours, spectators
seemed to be transported to the court
of Akbar. Manish said designing the
costumes for this project was anything
but usual. “Each costume had to speak
for the character. Designing for a play is
completely different from designing for a
film. I had to keep in mind the fact that
the actors would not have much time to
change after every scene. So I made sure
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The cast of the musical pose for a photo with Actor Hema Malini

that costumes are light-weight to help
quick change,” Malhotra explained. So the
lavish sets, colourful costumes, flowery
verses, soulful music and brilliantly
choreographed dance sequences create
an immersive theatre experience - true
to the spirit of the movie.
“I did have some initial reservations about
the play. I was definitely scared," confesses
Feroz Abbas Khan, known for directing
plays such as 'Saalgirah', 'Tumhari Amrita',
'Salesman Ramlal' and 'Kuch Bhi Ho
Sakta Hai'. "Many people thought I was
mad to remake the idea that has been
immortalised by the film. But I have always
wanted to direct 'Mughal-E-Azam' after
reading the same play, Anarkali written by
Syed Imtiaz Ali Taj, which had also inspired K
Asif to make his iconic movie during 1960,"
Khan shares.

A glimpse of the 38 Kathak dancers performing in the musical

MOVIE MAGIC

Mughal-E-Azam (1960)
The film had the widest release
of any Indian film up to that
time, and patrons often queued
all day for tickets. Released
on August 5, 1960, it broke
box office records in India and
became the highest-grossing
Bollywood film of all time, a
distinction it held for 15 years.

A special mention should be made of the set
design and execution - this kind of artwork is
not common on proscenium
MANY CHALLENGES
The live singing that included the iconic
songs from the film definitely caught the
attention of the audience. So did several
Kathak pieces brilliantly choreographed
by Mayuri Upadhya and executed by 38
dancers. While the actors had to dazzle
the audience for two hours straight, the
female lead, Anarkali, had an even more
challenging task of singing live while
dancing simultaneously, which Priyanka
Barwe and TV actor Neha Sargam did
beautifully. The diction of the actors may
not have been perfect, but the sincerity
of their performance made up for it.
A special mention should be made of the
set design - this kind of artwork is not

common on proscenium. From the use
of layered screens to playing with light
and shadows to depict change in location
- the transitions were totally seamless.
The Sheeshmahal - the Hall of Mirrors had been immortalised in the celluloid
version of 'Pyaar Kiya Toh Darna Kya'. Do
not compare it to the film - but do bear in
mind the limitations of stage before you
judge it.
Feroz Abbas Khan needs more than an
ovation for the sheer audacity of stepping
out of his comfort zone - considering he
is the maestro of minimalism on stage
- and that too with Mughal-E-Azam.
Here's hoping the show travels far and
wide, perhaps, even overseas.
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#TRENDS

This festive season splurge on these lifestyle essentials

Spectacle to behold
Light every corner with the
unique medley of exquisite
lamps, candle stand and other
decor items, specially tailored for
Diwali. Gift a superbly finished
and handcrafted candle stand
from Frazer and Haws. The item
is aesthetically crafted with two
lilies in sterling silver, the stem
and leaves in brass mounted atop
a green granite base.

GoT Fashion
Step in the make believe world of Denaries.
Fashion house The Open Trunk has
selected handcrafted pieces that will
let you add a statement piece to your
wardrobe this festive season. If you are a
GoT fan, go grab it for sure.

Green Diwali
This Diwali say no to sweets as gifts,
instead gift plants in designer pots. Add
vibrancy and brighten in your surroundings
with both terracotta and resin pots and
candle holders by Earthy Creation.

Modern Decor
Created exclusively for Urban Ladder
by master artisans, the collection from
Mela Artisans is a union of striking
centerpieces, quirky curios, and elegant
picture frames. The eclectic collection
is sure to add beauty and delight to
your home during Diwali.
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For the gentlemen who
loves to travel
Thoughtfully designed, the Lapis
Bard Ducorium collection of belts,
money clips, card holders and
wallets is an impeccable gift for
the gentlemen. The Ducorium
Collection available at William
Penn stores across India exemplifies
contemporary design and classic
workmanship.

VISTARA SPECIAL

FLYING THE

FESTIVE FEELING

From colourful Navratri with its exuberant dandiya performances to Durga Puja and
the iconic dhunachi naach and on the bright lights of Diwali; the air is filled with the
essence of revelry, enthusiasm and mirth. While you 'fly the festive feeling' with
us, read about how the employees at Vistara plan to celebrate the festive season
The month of October promises a wonderful time as a harbinger of the festive season, bringing
with it a season of joy, colour, vibrance and bonhomie. The frantic dash to markets has become
a daily event, buying gifts, clothes and sweets for friends and family. Homes are adorned with
flowers and strings of light. Vistara too sinks deep into the festive mood whether in air or on
ground. So, let us meet these five Vistara employees and learn about their festive plans:

Every year, I eagerly anticipate
Durga Puja festivities as soon as
I sense the nip in the air a few
weeks before the festival. Durga
Puja to me is a time for socialising,
pandal-hopping and gorging on
great food. A special tip for you
all - there’s nothing quite like the
Mutton Biryani and Korma at the
Kashmere Gate pandal (the oldest pujo pandal in Delhi).
It’s the only time of the year one gets to taste it, so pretty
much all my plans for those five days revolve around
the Biryani. On Ashtami, I wake up early in the morning
and after donning the traditional dhoti-kurta I offer
pushpanjali to the Goddess. Vijayadashami is a poignant
day for all Bengalis as we all join the Kashmere Gate
procession for the Goddess visarjan, and in the short
walk from the pandal to the river, my eyes are inevitably
moist with tears while I watch Ma depart. A fun fact for
readers: The Kashmere Gate puja is the only one in Delhi
that still uses the traditional bullock cart to ferry the
Goddess for the immersion.

Since I was formerly
an international pilot,
I was usually away
from home, including
the festive season. But
after I joined Vistara
last year, I finally had
the opportunity to
celebrate Durga Puja
and Diwali with my family, something
I had not experienced in a long time.
This year too, my family and I plan to
feast on delectable Bengali cuisine while
hopping from one Durga Puja pandal to
another. For Diwali, we plan to have a
puja at home followed by the extending
family coming together to play cards, sing
songs and make merry. If however, I am
working on either of the days, then I'll be
celebrating the festival with my second
family -- our delightful cabin crew and our
lovely flyers.

Ronit Baugh | Corporate Communications, Vistara

Sudipt Sen | Pilot, Vistara

A pilot's life is unique. He often misses out on
celebrations and family get together events due
to demanding profession. However, he also has
certain exclusive luxuries that not even the
most privileged individuals can experience. One
such luxury is seeing the night light up from the
cockpit on Diwali. It is an unparalleled sight. So,
if all goes well, I'll be celebrating Diwali with
my family and friends. But if duty calls, I'll still
have the view that no other can experience.
Karan Khanna | Pilot, Vistara

In 2016, Diwali celebration started in Mumbai for
me, where I was completing a Delhi-Mumbai-Delhi
sector flight as a cabin crew. I enjoyed greeting all the
customers on our flight that day and serving the special
Indian sweets we had for everyone as dessert. The flight
was packed, with everyone onboard eager to get to their
destination and spend the last few moments of Diwali
with their dear ones. I reached home at 11pm, and to my
surprise, my family was waiting for me. Even though the
neighbourhood festivities had almost ended, we did the Diwali puja together
at that hour. I am now in the HR division at Vistara, and so this time, I am
really looking forward to celebrate the festivities in the Corporate Office,
where everyone dresses up in traditional finery. I will also get to spend the
holiday with my parents and siblings at my home, which will be fun!
Jyoti Sharma

| Human Resources, Vistara

The festival season is the best time of the year, especially
for spending time with our families. And there is no better
day than Diwali, when our home is packed with family and
friends lighting candles, decorating the place with lights,
savouring mouth-watering dishes and simply spreading joy and
happiness. I was away from such pleasures for a long time as
I was always flying while working for an international airline
but since I joined Vistara in 2015, it has been a joy ride as I get
to spend a lot more time with my family and friends. This year
too, everyone will congregate at my residence and we plan on playing board games
while enjoying home-cooked feasts.
Amith Rao | Pilot, Vistara

TAROT

MONTHLY FORECAST
aries

leo

sagittarius

Mar 21 - Apr 19

July 23 - Aug 22

Nov 22 - Dec 21

Your professional experience will be
appreciated at work. A deal that seemed all
but lost may finally work out. An outing with
friends will prove enjoyable.
Lucky Number: 2
Lucky Colour: Cream

You are likely to inherit property. An
opportunity to travel to a place you had
always wanted to go may soon materialise.
Take care of your health.
Lucky Number: 4
Lucky Colour: Indigo

Prepare well for a long journey, if you want
to travel comfortably. More efforts may be
needed on the academic front to make your
mark. Improve your diet.
Lucky Number: 9
Lucky Colour: Sandy Brown

taurus

virgo

capricorn

Apr 20 - May 20

Aug 23 - Sep 22

Dec 22 - Jan 19

You will succeed in wriggling out of a tight
financial situation by curbing wasteful
expenditure. Catching someone’s eye on the
romantic front cannot be ruled out.
Lucky Number: 1
Lucky Colour: Light Red

Someone you despise is likely to turn over a
new leaf, so let bygones be bygones. Good
news awaits you on the career front. An
overseas journey is on the anvil.
Lucky Number: 6
Lucky Colour: Cream

You will need to play your cards well on
the professional front to turn a situation
to your advantage. Initiatives taken on the
fitness front will give positive results.
Lucky Number: 1
Lucky Colour: Maroon

gemini

libra

aquarius

May 21 - June 20

Sep 23 - Oct 22

Jan 20 - Feb 18

Those feeling under the weather for sometime
may show improvement on the health front.
Some recognition or award awaits you on the
professional front.
Lucky Number: 5
Lucky Colour: Dark Green

On the academic front, you will manage to
remain ahead of your competitors. Opting
for a balanced diet will be a step in the right
direction to keep yourself fit and energetic.
Lucky Number: 9
Lucky Colour: Dark Red

Organising a function at home will keep you
busy. Loan applied for may get sanctioned.
Getting admission to an institution of your
choice seems possible.
Lucky Number: 17
Lucky Colour: Dark Grey

cancer

scorpio

pisces

June 21 - July 22

Oct 23 - Nov 21

Feb 19 - Mar 20

There will be adequate reason for you to
celebrate this month. You are set to win
accolades by completing a project to the
satisfaction of all on the professional front.
Lucky Number: 3
Lucky Colour: Brown

On the professional front, you will be able to
keep things in order and get a pat on the back
too. Wedding bells may ring for those in a longterm relationship.
Lucky Number: 15
Lucky Colour: Crimson

Putting your best foot forward is the need
of the hour. You might inherit property. You
will shine on the academic front. Love life
proves most fulfilling.
Lucky Number: 7
Lucky Colour: Silver

MANISHA KOUSHIK, TAROT CARD READER
The specific arrangement of planets and stars at the time of your birth makes you unique. Celebrity tarot card reader, numerologist, vaastu and fengshui
expert Manisha Koushik gives an insight into what the month ahead has in store for each Sun sign. For details visit: www.askmanisha.com
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Promotion

PHOTO FRAMES

JOIE DE VIVRE

PUDUCHERRY

Cobbled streets, boutiques, cafés, and the seafront; you will be forgiven for
thinking you have ended up in France during your visit to this quaint town in
southern India. From walking down the historic promenade to savouring the charm
of a bygone era, this place offers a unique experience
Photos : The Deepak's
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THE FRENCH INSTITUTE
OF PONDICHERRY
The mustard and white colour
combination and Victorian
architecture of this institute
leaves most visitors and
onlookers spellbound.
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RAJ NIVAS
Built during the 18th
century in Rococo style
architecture, it is one of the
iconic buildings of the town
and a tourist hotspot.

AAYI MANDAPAM
Built in the 19th century during
the time of Napoleon III, Emperor
of France, the monument
commemorates the provision of
water to the French city. It was
named after a lady courtesan
called Aayi. She destroyed her
house to erect a water reservoir.
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BASILICA OF THE SACRED
HEART OF JESUS
Situated on the southern boulevard of
the town, it is an oriental specimen of
Gothic architecture. One can see the
stained glass panels depicting events
from the life of Christ and saints of
the Catholic Church.
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LYCEE FRANCAIS DE
PONDICHERY
A close up shot of a window of the
iconic Lycee Francais de Pondichery,
the oldest French International
School on the Asian continent.
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KARAIKAL BEACH
A quaint beach that offers
solitude and the best place in the
town to watch the sunrise and
the sunset. It is also popular for
water-based activities such as
canoeing and kayaking.

AUROVILLE
The Matrimandir is a large golden sphere
which seems to be emerging out of the earth,
symbolising the birth of a new consciousness.
While walking through the lovely green
gardens divided into 12 individually named
parks such as 'Harmony', 'Bliss', 'Perfection'
(each with its variety of flowers, shrubs
and trees), one's attention is drawn to this
remarkable central structure within Auroville.
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PHOTO FRAMES

PHOTO FRAMES

PROMENADE BEACH
The Gandhi statue is a prominent
landmark in Puducherry on the
Promenade beach. The statue, a
symbol of integrity, is surrounded
by eight granite rocks, and is set
upon a marble floor.
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EXPERIENCE
Pg 150

Pg 152

Pg 160

Pg 162

Find out about
Vistara’s new
inflight menu
curated with a
festive flavour

Make your
travel a truly
personalised
flying
experience

Get an insight
into the
Boarding Pass
Exclusive offers
this month

The fastest
rewarding
Frequent Flyer
Program
is here

VISTARA EXPERIENCE

MUCH ADO ABOUT SOMETHING!
From carefully curating a festive menu for our travellers to increasing flights on busy routes,
Vistara has ensured that your flight experience is #notjustanotherjourney. With the addition
of new destinations to our robust domestic network along with exciting global partnerships,
we aspire to ensure that your Vistara experience extends beyond Indian borders

 hee Teik Yeoh, CEO, Vistara (center-right) and Tadashi Fujita, Executive Vice President, JAL (center-left), pose for a picture after signing the MoU between
P
Japan Airlines and Vistara, along with Sanjiv Kapoor, Chief Strategy & Commercial Officer, Vistara (middle-right); Shinya Naruse, GM & Country Manager
- India, Japan Airlines (middle-left); Urvi Chauhan, cabin crew, Vistara (far right) and Kazuha Takeoka, cabin crew, Japan Airlines (far-left)

T

he festivals are a harbinger of
gaiety, togetherness, and not
to forget, sumptuous food! In
the spirit of the celebration,
Vistara announced a special
Onam menu consisting of mouthwatering traditional Malabar cuisine on
flights to Delhi from Kochi and Bengaluru
in the first week of September.
Happy customers mean happy employees,
and Vistara went that extra mile to make
customers happy this fall, announcing
a second daily flight between Delhi and
Kochi, starting September 5, 2017 to
cater to the growing demand for travel
on Vistara between the two cities. Taking
the festivities eastward, we announced an
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additional daily flight between Delhi and
Kolkata to cater to the peaking customer
demand during Durga Puja. Adding our
little touch to make customers soak in
the festive spirit, authentic Bengali food
was served on all flights departing from
Kolkata throughout September. We also
served Navratri special vegetarian meals
on all our flights for those who observed
the fast, with special dishes, such as
Sabudana Masala Khichdi and fried potato
cubes, Ajwaini Poori and Aloo Tamatar
Bhaji, Peas pulao and Doodhi Kofta in
tomato gravy, among other delicious
recipes. Starting from the welcome drink
to appetisers to the main course and even
the dessert, we thoughtfully curated the
festive menu.

Images are for representation only

We served Navratri special vegetarian meals on all our flights for those who observed the fast, with special dishes, such as Sabudana Masala Khichdi and
fried potato cubes, Ajwaini Poori and Aloo Tamatar Bhaji and Doodhi Kofta gravy, among other delicious recipes

Vistara is committed to expand its footprint
in India to bring ‘the new feeling’ of flying
to more and more customers. We recently
added Ranchi as the 21st destination to
our steadily expanding network. Effective
October 29, 2017, Vistara will operate two
flights a day between Delhi and Ranchi,
providing a convenient same-day return
option to travellers from both cities.
India’s industrial linchpin, Jharkhand
has registered remarkable growth in
less than two decades and has created
employment opportunities in sectors such
as steel, electricity and textiles. Ranchi,
the gateway to the state, is also home to
many government organisations, PSUs
and R&D centres. It makes for an ideal
destination for Vistara to serve and bring
world-class air travel to residents, tourists
and business travellers of the region alike.
While expanding within the country,
Vistara is simultaneously working

towards building a network of global
partners, establishing interline and
codeshare agreements, which is
helping us spread awareness about our
unique products and services outside
Indian borders. Further building on
its strategic partnerships with foreign
airlines, Vistara recently signed a
Memorandum
of
Understanding
(MoU) with Japan Airlines to pursue
commercial opportunities that combine
the synergies of both airlines with the
aim of providing greater convenience
to customers travelling between India
and Japan, and through Japan to points
beyond. This mutual understanding
between Japan Airlines and Vistara will
help the two airlines pursue significant
cooperation in the near future, such as
codeshare, frequent flyer partnership as
well as other operational arrangements,
allowing us to leverage each other’s
network, expertise and assets.

The mutual understanding between Japan Airlines
and Vistara will help the two airlines pursue
significant cooperation in the near future, such as
codeshare, frequent flyer partnership as well as
other operational arrangements

Strategic steps come from innovative
spirits, and at Vistara, innovation is at the
forefront. We are the first Indian airline to
have built our end-to-end IT infrastructure
on Cloud. Driving innovation further,
Vistara announced the country’s largest
aviation hackathon - ‘Vistara Hackathon’,
in partnership with IncubateIND. The
hackathon, held in Delhi/NCR and
Bengaluru, is aimed at encouraging young
minds and draw participation from across
the country to create innovative solutions
that will disrupt the industry in line with
the Vistara vision of transforming the
flying experience for travellers in India.
The ‘Vistara Hackathon’ is a reflection
of our innovative approach to leverage
on technology in an effort to change the
way people travel in India, and therefore,
bring them the ‘new feeling of flying’
with Vistara.
September concluded on a high note as
Vistara’s fabulous cabin crew received
international recognition for successfully
shouldering the crucial responsibility of
being the face of the brand and upholding
Vistara’s highest standards in service
excellence and hospitality. The award is
a testimony of our crew’s hard work and
Vistara’s meticulous attention to detail
when it concerns crew training, leading
them to be intuitively thoughtful and
ensure a seamless inflight experience for
our customers.
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Our Fleet
Our airline today has one of the youngest fleets in the country with cutting edge technology to
ensure highest standards of operational efficiency and comfort for passengers. With thirteen A320
CEO aircraft and the addition of three A320 NEO aircraft (with 50% reduced carbon emissions)
in 2017, we are set to scale new heights.

A320
neo

A320
ceo

Vistara Fleet

Neo

Ceo

Total

3

13

Length

37.57 m

37.57 m

Wingspan

34.10 m

34.10 m

Height

12.10 m

12.10 m

Cruising Speed

833 km/h

829 km/h

Takeoff weight

73500 kg

73500 kg

Range

6,500 km

6000 km

Business/Premium Economy/Economy

8+24+126=158

8+24+126=158
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Vistara's Half page ad
yet to come

Interline Partners
Vistara, India’s finest domestic airline, is simply the best way to travel within India and has been chosen as
the preferred air travel partner for 16 best-in-class international airlines for domestic & onward transfers.

Privileges
• Complimentary cabin class
upgrade*
• International baggage allowance*
• Through check-in*
• Seamless same terminal transfers
at Delhi T3 & Mumbai T2
• Accrual & redemption of frequent
flyer points*
• Complimentary gourmet meals
• 3-class cabin including Business
Class and India’s only Premium
Economy
*T&Cs apply
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MAKE YOUR
MARK

VISTARA EXPERIENCE

GET EXCLUSIVE BENEFITS
EVEN AFTER YOUR

FLIGHT

Presenting Boarding Pass Exclusives! Now, flash your Vistara boarding pass
within seven days of your travel at our partner brands and enjoy exciting offers

RETAIL SHOPPING

5% off on transactions of `10,000 and
above (Max discount: `1000), offer
applicable only at www.croma.com (not
applicable at any offline store)
Use promo code: VISTCROM

Flat 10% off on drinks,
books, and souvenirs
category at Delhi, Mumbai,
Pune and Bengaluru
Airport stores

Flat 10% off on all
products at Skywater
retail stores (Bengaluru,
Hyderabad and
Panchkula)

Flat 15% off on Victorinox and
all other associate brands
available in Gute Reise Stores
in Delhi NCR, Mumbai,
Bengaluru and Chennai

Flat 10% off on
transactions of `3000
and above. Offer
applicable only at Nykaa
retail stores

HEALTH AND WELLNESS

30% off on wellness spa services
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Flat 15% off on all services

Flat `500 off on any body spa or facial service*

DINING

Black & White
GUWAHATI ASSAM

Meal for 1 - 1 quarter chicken,
1 regular side, 1 bottomless
soft drink or domestic beer
pint @ `395*

Fly Vistara and
avail any ONE of the
following offers by
presenting Vistara’s
Boarding Pass:
Flat 20% off on food
and soft beverages at
any of the outlets

Meal for 4 - 1 full chicken, 4
regular sides, 4 bottomless
soft drinks or domestic beer
pints @ `1495*

Economy package for 1:
Beer & burger combo
for `449* only
Free* appetiser on
purchase of an entree
(appetiser to be similar
or lesser value)

Dining Offer: Flat 10% off on
food & soft beverages
at F&B outlets
(Buzz, Swirl & Deli)

Buy one get one beer
Premium package for 2:
2 margaritas or 2 beers
+ 1 starter + 2 main
course + 1 dessert for
`1,999** only
**All inclusive

Exclusive 20% off
on any Spa & Salon
Services
Enjoy free entry, special
discounts and offers on
F&B at Kitty Su from
Sunday – Thursday

Dining Offer: Flat 10% off on food and
soft beverages at F&B outlets (Seven,
Umami
& Octave)
hotel
Reverse
Black at
& the
White

GUWAHATI ASSAM

Reverse Colour

Package for 1: 2 pints of
select beers + 1 select
appetizer @ `449+ taxes
GUWAHATI ASSAM

Package for 2: 1 pitcher
of select beer+ 2 select
appetizers @ `899+ taxes

Standard Colour
GUWAHATI ASSAM

HOSPITALITY

One level upgrade* on presenting
the boarding pass

25% off against food and
beverages at The Peg

Free dessert at any F&B outlet
along with the main course*

15% off at JIVA Spa for all
treatments

20% off on best available
rate by using promo code
‘ZUSP20VIST’ for booking
Lemon Tree Premier,
Lemon Tree Hotels and
Red Fox Hotels

Room upgrade*

Avail a special 10%* off on the
best available rate along with
free WiFi using promo code
‘ZMUP10VIS’ on booking at
www.gingerhotels.com. Offer
can also be availed by calling
1800 266 3333 or booking
directly at the hotel

Exclusive 10% off on stay along
with complementary plantation
safari, birding & nature tour,
also get access to the golf
course

Booking to be done at
www.lemontreehotels.com
Room upgrade to the next level *
10% off on usage of the spa facilities
10% off on food & soft beverages
at the restaurants*

Offer also includes: 20%
off on F&B (Republic of
Noodles*, free WiFi 24x7
and buffet breakfast)

20% off on body massages, flat
20% off on suites and villas
and 20% off on beverages at
the bar on all days before 7pm

TRAVEL AND EXPERIENCE

RENT A CAR

`600 off on Myles
(self-drive) MVO500

Flat `500 off on Carzonrent (premium
chauffeur driven service) outstation
booking CVO500

20% off on Self-Drive and
Chauffeur-Drive
Use code: “VISTARA20”

Experience the heritage
of old Delhi like never
before at 20% off

For more information, please visit www.airvistara.com and check the deals and offers section

Get 10% off on Imagica
theme park & water
park tickets

Experience world class
sailing with Aquasail.
Discover sailing @ 50%
off. Sailing/Windsurfing
certified courses
@ 25% off.
Goa | Mandwa | Mumbai

*Terms & conditions apply
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KEY FEATURES
FASTEST EARN

Earn up to 11 CV Points per INR 100 spent

FASTEST REDEMPTIONS

Award flights starting from 2000 CV Points
and Upgrade Awards from 500 CV Points

FASTER ELITE TIER QUALIFICATION

Now reach elite tiers faster basis lower of Tier
Points and flights taken in 12 month period

THE FASTEST
REWARDING FREQUENT
FLYER PROGRAM IS
HERE!
TAILORED FOR THE TRENDSETTERS AND
THE BOARDROOM HIGH FLIERS, THE ALL
NEW CLUB VISTARA IS THE FASTEST
REWARDING FREQUENT FLYER PROGRAM*
With Club Vistara, you earn CV Points based on the value
of tickets purchased, the simplest and fairest way to earn
award points. Here at Club Vistara, when you spend more,
you earn more. Club Vistara not only provides you unique
privileges but also offers you: Fastest Earn, Redemption
and Elite Tier Qualification and enhanced elite tier benefits.
As a Club Vistara member you earn CV Points beyond a
flight ticket through our airline and co-brand partners. Earn
exciting privileges and benefits on every flight as you fly
the new feeling.

HOW TO JOIN

Becoming a Club Vistara (CV) member is simple and quick. Register with CV by:
•

Visiting our website
www.airvistara.com

•

Downloading our Mobile App

•

Fill the inflight enrolment form
available with our crew.

Once enrolled, CV membership ID will be sent to your
registered email ID and your account will be automatically
activated. As a CV member, you will have access to your
personalised account through our website and our mobile
app, to easily keep track of all your transactions with us.

ENJOY PRIORITY STATUS

Check-in, Waitlist Clearance, Baggage
Handling and Airport Standby

INCREASED BAGGAGE ALLOWANCE

5- 15 kgs over and above the limit basis elite
tier status

LOUNGE ACCESS

Unrestricted access to Vistara Lounge when
you fly with Vistara

GUARANTEED RESERVATIONS
24-48 hour prior to departure

COMPLIMENTARY UPGRADE AND
LOUNGE ACCESS VOUCHERS
For use by self, friends or family

AIRLINE AND NON-AIRLINE PARTNERS
Earn and Redeem CV Points with our partners

EXCLUSIVE BENEFITS AND PRIVILEGES
Unconditional benefits and privileges for all
fare types

ENROLL NOW
AND EARN 500
BONUS
CV POINTS

To receive auto-credit of your CV Points, please remember
to quote your CV ID at the time of booking and check in.
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ELITE TIER QUALIFICATION

TIER EVALUATION PROCESS

Tier evaluation is in terms of tier points
or the number of Vistara flights taken, whichever
upgrades or maintains your tier status faster. Refer
the Tier Evaluation criteria below:

Elite Tier Qualification process evaluates your tier status every day by
checking the number of Tier Points earned or number of flights flown in the
past 365 days. As soon as a member achieves the criteria as mentioned in
the table, they will be upgraded to the next elite tier or retain their current
tier status. In case of a tier upgrade or renewal, you elite tier status will
be valid for 12 months. On the day of expiry of your tier, if you are unable
to move up to the next elite tier or maintain your current tier, you will be
moved to the next lower tier for the next 12 months. You continue to enjoy
CV Base privileges as our CV Base tier membership will never expire.

Tier

Tier Points
required for
Upgrade

CV Silver

15000

CV Gold

25000

CV Platinum

35000

Flights required
for Upgrade
20
OR

30
40

PRIVILEGES & BENEFITS

CV
Base

CV
Silver

CV
Gold

CV
Platinum

Earn Points on All Flights

✓

✓

✓

✓

Tier/CV Points

8 CV Points

9 CV Points

10 CV Points

11 CV Points

✓

✓

✓

✓

Priority Airport Standby
✓

Priority Waitlist clearance
Guaranteed Reservations in
Economy Class

Up to 48 Hours Prior*

Up to 24 Hours Prior*

Priority Airport Check-in

Premium Economy
Counter

Business Class Counter

Business Class Counter

Increased Baggage Allowance

+5 Kg

+10 Kg

+15 kg

Priority Boarding

✓

✓

Lounge Access

✓

✓

Priority Baggage handling

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Lounge Access Vouchers

1

2

4

Upgrade Voucher

1

3

Exclusive Offers and Promotions

✓

5

Meet & Greet

✓

No Rescheduling Fee

✓

EARNING CV POINTS

Our higher point earning structure ensures that you are aptly rewarded every time you fly with us.
At Club Vistara, our conscious effort is to ensure every flying experience of yours is a memorable
one. Our higher point earning structure ensures that you are aptly rewarded every time you fly with
us. Earn CV Points based on the fare value of your ticket (base fare excluding taxes and fees). When
you spend more, you will earn more CV Points. Members can also earn CV Points with our partners.
When you fly with Vistara, simply share your CV ID at the time of booking or check-in and receive
the auto – credit of CV Points in you CV account within 24-48 hours. Your CV Points are valid for 36
months from the date of flight. Use CV Points to redeem Award Flights and Upgrade Awards. Please
refer to the table to know the CV Point accrual for Vistara flights.
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Tier

CV Points per INR 100 spent

CV Base

8

CV Silver

9

CV Gold

10

CV Platinum

11

PARTNERSHIPS
With our partners, make the most of your CV membership even when you are not
flying with us. We have carefully formed partnerships that offer you more choices to
earn and redeem CV Points
AIRLINE PARTNERS

CO-BRAND PARTNERS

Vistara now allows you to board domestic to fly international.

Earn CV Points with every swipe through Axis
Bank Vistara Credit Cards.

With Vistara, you can enjoy a hassle-free international flying experience. Being the
preferred partner for many major international flights, our relationship with them allows
you to earn and redeem CV Points on their flights.
You can earn and redeem CV Points on the following international flights:

COMPLIMENTARY TIER MATCH
We invite you to enjoy a complimentary 3-month CV Gold membership, if you are a Gold or above tier member with any other
frequent flyer program. Please enrol in Club Vistara and send us a request along with a copy of your other frequent flyer
program membership card/statement and Club Vistara ID at contactus@clubvistara.com or visit us at www.clubvistara.com

REDEMPTION OF CV POINTS
With Award Flight redemptions starting as low as 2,000 CV Points and Upgrade Awards starting at 500 CV Points,
rewards could not be any faster. Club Vistara offers you the fastest journey to redemption of flights & upgrades. You
can instantly redeem Award Flights by logging on to our website www.airvistara.com
VISTARA AWARD FLIGHTS

VISTARA UPGRADE REWARDS

•

You can redeem CV Points for Vistara Award
Flights by following the below easy steps:

•

Log on to www.airvistara.com

Now redeem CV Points to upgrade your cabin class by calling our
Customer Service Centre at +91 120 6699901/02 or contacting
our Airport Ticketing Office (ATO) for instant upgrades.

•

Enter Club Vistara membership ID

•

Click on ‘Redeem Now’ button

•

Submit details on ‘Redeem Award Flight’

•

Select ‘Flight & Redeem’

To know the CV Points required for Vistara Award Flights and
Vistara Upgrade Awards, please visit our website at www.
airvistara.com

UNDERSTANDING TIER POINTS AND CV POINTS
When you fly with Vistara, you earn CV Points that enable you to redeem Award Flights & Upgrade Awards and Tier Points that help
determine your elite tier.
Tier Points are non-redeemable and are valid only for 12 months from the date of the flight. You can use your CV Points as currency to
redeem rewards with Vistara & its Partners. CV Points are valid for 36 months from the date of flight. When you fly/spend with our
airline/non-airline partners you earn CV Points. You can also earn CV Points by participating in our offers and promotions.
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